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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background
Gaps in science achievement are visible as early as kindergarten and often persist and
widen across grades K-12 (National Science Foundation, 2010). Unfortunately, as a result
critical masses of K-12 students, who are poor and racially diverse, remain at a disadvantage in
most academic areas especially in the areas of science and math (Sirin, 2005; The President’s
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2010). Findings published by the U.S.
Department of Education (2011) suggest that on average, White students score higher on science
assessments than African American, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian at 8th
grade. Likewise, at grade 12, White and Asian/Pacific Islander students scored higher on science
assessments than other racial/ethnic groups. In view of negative science patterns and outcomes in
our society and world, rethinking teacher preparation for meeting the needs of all students should
be an educational priority. With attention given to the current challenges of teaching a diverse
student population, it is apparent teachers must be prepared with the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions for addressing the needs of students of all races and cultures.
Sleeter (2001) identified several issues linked to science education and teacher
preparation to consider: 1) mismatch between teacher preparation and the background,
experiences, and cultural practices of many of their students; 2) paucity of studies addressing
effective teacher preparation for diverse learners; and 3) general similarities in attitudes and
experiences between teacher educators and pre-service teachers about working with diverse
student populations and the understanding needed to inform and guide border crossing. National
policies and practices shaping science education reform efforts, including Benchmarks for
Science Literacy, National Science Education Standards, No Child Left Behind Act, and
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Blueprints for Reform, have not provided sufficient guidance and direction to support teachers to
teach diverse learners. Within the United States, successful teacher preparation is further
challenged by the complexities and interactions of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
language, and other forms of differences. For example, findings from nationally representative
surveys (U.S. Department of Education, 2011) revealed that only twenty percent of teachers felt
well prepared to teach limited English proficient or culturally diverse students. Fifty percent of
the teachers described their preparation as either less than adequate or not at all adequate to teach
students with limited English proficiency or diverse cultural backgrounds effectively.
Conclusions from a National Science Foundation (2004) survey study suggest that formal
professional development generally centered on teacher knowledge in two areas: 1) methods of
teaching, and 2) content guided by performance standards and student assessment. Given the
current emphasis on science content and student performance based on high stakes testing,
teachers appear less likely to participate in professional development centered on culturally
responsive pedagogy (National Center for Education Statistics, 2001; Sobel, Gutierrez, Zion &
Blanchett, 2011; Young, 2010). Exploring these findings in the context of pre-service teacher
preparation and in-service professional development as well as the meaning they have for
teachers who work with diverse learners is important for closing the gap in student achievement.
Included in Chapter One is the statement of the problem, purpose of study, significance of study,
research questions, definition of terms associated with the research, and the organization of the
dissertation.
Statement of Problem
Concern about student engagement based on classroom observations during science
instruction and activities led to a focus on three issues related to science teacher preparation for
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diverse learners: 1) lack of knowledge and skills to implement science curriculum and instruction
effectively to teach diverse learners best; 2) inadequate models and examples of best practices
for preparing teachers to teach diverse learners despite newly evolving efforts to address some of
the challenges and available opportunities; and 3) situations where teachers teach science as they
were taught or with minimal, if any, pre-service or in-service training for understanding or
addressing the changing student demographics. The expectation is this study on teacher
perceptions will contribute to the insight needed for deepening understanding of diversity;
theories, knowledge, and ideas that informed teaching practices for diverse learners; and
strategies and methods they used to engage and teach their students.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of the current study is to explore and share findings based on in-depth
interviews with six study participants and to use their insights to contribute to the emerging body
of literature on teaching science to diverse learners. The expectation is this study of teacher
perceptions will contribute additional insights for preparing teachers to engage diverse learners
in a manner that connects science learning to their daily life experiences and support teachers’
efforts to reach, teach, and mentor all students in their classrooms.
Significance of Study
Forty-two percent of public school students in the United States are part of a racial or
ethnic group with ancestry derived from the Caribbean, Latin America, Mideast and Southeast
Asia (National Center for Education Statistics, 2010). Approximately, 8.5 million children speak
a language other than English at home (National Center for Education Statistics, 2010). Most
teachers are members of European cultural groups whose first language is English. Critics of
longstanding research and practices in teacher education contend that science for all will not be
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achieved until reform efforts address teacher quality and teacher effectiveness to teach diverse
students (Bryan & Atwater, 2002; Fraser-Abder, Atwater, & Lee, 2006; Seiler 2001; TalbertJohnson, 2006). How teachers’ perceive and respond to the cultural diversity of student
populations is a critical aspect of this study. The study is designed to engage teachers in
conversation by asking open-ended questions instructive for improving science teaching and
broadening the knowledge and skills supportive of the participation and achievement of diverse
learners (Aschbacher, Li, & Roth, 2010; Boutte, Kelly-Jackson, & Johnson, 2010; Bryan &
Atwater, 2002; Lee & Luykx, 2006; Settlage & Southerland, 2007; Sleeter & Owuor, 2011).
The dramatic shift in student demographics is potentially challenging for teachers to
make sense of their intentions and practices (Elmesky & Tobin, 2005; Kelly-Jackson & Jackson,
2011). Science education seems to focus more on seeking universals by constructing general
models and theories of science learning and teaching (Rodriguez & Kitchen, 2005). Zuniga,
Olson and Winter (2005) refer to the phenomena of the marginalization and disengagement of
students in science classes as ethnic segregation. They contend that this form of segregation
results in the separation or isolation of students from mainstream science or core courses. Yet,
today’s teachers will most likely teach a diverse set of students who are culturally and
linguistically diverse and learning should be tailored to meet these students learning and life
needs. Teacher educators and administrators must develop effective and creative programs to
prepare teachers with the attitudes, knowledge, and skills to teach science to culturally diverse
students and ensure excellence and equity in science education for all students.
The current study is significant because it gives attention to science teachers, perceptions
they have of their learning experiences, and the ways they try to make sense of engaging students
and teaching in a context of growing diversity. This work addresses the gap in the current
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literature by placing a stronger emphasis on understanding the character of knowledge that
enables teachers to effectively teach diverse learners, how the ways teachers teach is influenced
by personal preparation and professional development, and how teachers perceive these practices
to facilitate student learning. The disproportionately low participation and achievement of
diverse learners in science has serious implications and consequences related to future
educational opportunities, employment opportunities, and the ability to make thoughtful
decisions about science-related issues (National Science Board, 2010; Webber, 2004). In the
sections that follow, research questions are presented and definitions of terms related to the
research are presented.
Research Questions
The follow questions will be addressed in the current research:
1. What are science teachers’ conceptions of diversity?
2. How do science teachers describe their knowledge of teaching diverse learners and the
resources they use to guide their understanding?
3. What types of teaching strategies do science teachers use to reach and engage a diverse
population?
Definitions
The following is a list of terms, with their definitions included to assist in clarifying
specific vocabulary, used in this dissertation.
Culturally Responsive Teaching – instruction that integrates cultural referents in the
curriculum to facilitate students’ intellectual, social, emotional, and political development
(Ladson-Billings, 1999).
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Emancipatory knowledge – self-awareness or critical reflection and self-reflection (Cranton,
2002).
Marginalized students – students that have not acquired the standard language and do not share
the cultural values and practices of the dominant American culture (Lee & Lukyx, 2006).
Multicultural competence – is “a field of inquiry with constructs, methodologies, and processes
aimed at providing equitable opportunities for all students to learn quality science” (Atwater,
1998, p. 821).
Multicultural education – education with the goal of providing equal educational opportunities
for all students, regardless of their racial, ethnic, social-class, and cultural background (Banks &
Banks, 2004). Another major aim of multicultural education is to ensure that all students acquire
the knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed to function effectively in society.
Multicultural efficacy – construct about personal teaching efficacy, intercultural experiences,
minority group knowledge, attitudes about diversity, and knowledge of teaching skills in
multicultural settings (Guyton & Wesche, 2005).
Multicultural science education – as described by the National Science Teachers Association
(2000) adheres to the following tenets: 1) nurtures all children academically, physically, and in
development of a positive self-concept; 2) provides access to quality science education
experiences that enhance success and provide the knowledge and opportunities required to
become successful participants in society; 3) incorporates the contributions of many cultures to
our knowledge of science; 4) integrates culturally-related ways of learning in instructional
practices; and 5) recognizes and respects differences students bring based on their cultures.
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Nonmainstream students – particular categories of students marginalized from mainstream
cultural and linguistic norms; most “are characterized as non-White, and a disproportionate
number come from low-income families” (Lee & Lukyx, 2006, p. 10).
Pedagogy – “the art, profession, or study of teaching” (National Center for Education Statistics,
2010, p. 308).
Preservice Teacher – “a student within a teacher preparation program” (Suters, 2004, p. 16).
Science education program – includes the graduate coursework, field experiences, and teaching
internship for science certification.
Student diversity – student differences described in terms of students’ race/ethnicity, culture,
home language, and socioeconomic status (Lee & Luykx, 2006).
Social constructivism – is a theory that states that learning is social in origin and embedded in
sociocultural contexts. This theory emphasizes the role of the community of significant others in
one’s learning. Also, social constructivism focuses on the role of language in students’ meaningmaking processes (Vygotsky, 1978).
Teacher – “a practicing teacher” (Suters, 2004, p. 16), education instructor, general education
instructor, K-12 teacher/principal/counselor, or other staff in education.
Teaching philosophy - “assumptions, attitudes, beliefs, and practices” (Cochran-Smith, 2000, p.
83) and how they enact these qualities to teach.
Urban schools – qualitatively defined as schools located in a city school district rather than a
rural, small town, or suburban area.
Organization of Study
This dissertation is presented in five chapters. As stated earlier, Chapter One provides the
introduction to the dissertation. Chapter Two offers an overview of relevant literature used to
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inform and guide the current study. Chapter Three outlines the methods, data collection and data
analysis process, and articulates the theoretical frameworks that guide and provide important
insights for this study. In Chapter Four, the findings are presented and emerging themes
captured. The final chapter presents the discussion of findings, limitations of the current study,
and implications for future research.
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Chapter 2: Literature
Introduction
The attention to the preparation of science education teachers is important to facilitate
equitable learning opportunities and participation in science experiences (American Association
for the Advancement of Science, 1990; Lee & Buxton, 2010; Sirin, 2005). Disproportionate
numbers of teachers are inadequately prepared to teach diverse learners (Darling-Hammond &
Bransford, 2005; Irvine, 2003; Murnane & Phillips, 1981; Oakes, 1990; Zeichner, 1992). Wise
(2001) describes teacher preparation in this country as the “dirty little secret in education”
(Chicago Sun-Times, September 7, 2001 Online). By this, Wise was referring to the inadequate
education and training of teachers that remained a silent part of the discourse on teacher
preparation. The purpose of this section is to present literature related to teacher preparation and
instruction for diverse learners. This literature review explores traditions of teacher preparation,
the discourse surrounding the nature of science, emerging discourse related to culturally
responsive pedagogy for diverse learners, and consideration to the role and influence of contexts
(i.e. urban, rural, economics, historical). First, the literature review considers research traditions
of work on teacher preparation.
Traditions of Teacher Preparation
Zeichner (1993) identified four traditions (academic, social efficiency, developmentalist,
and social reconstructionist) observed in colleges of education and elaborates on the influences
of each tradition on teaching practices. These traditions provide insights related to teacher
preparation and potential influences on teaching and learning. Teachers prepared in the academic
tradition may favor pedagogy that primarily focuses on the academic content. Proponents of the
academic tradition argue that mastery of subject matter knowledge is the foundation of effective
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professional education. That is, effective teachers are grounded in the content knowledge of their
discipline. However, supporters for teachers trained in the social efficiency tradition tend to
focus on techniques and skills of teaching and less on discipline-based competencies. Teacher
preparation from a social efficiency tradition is competency-based and subdivided into practices
and skills based on perceived ideas of the work performed by teachers. Child development
theories are the critical elements guiding teacher preparation in the developmentalist tradition.
Advocates of the developmentalist tradition argue that teachers with knowledge of child growth
and development are more student-centered in curriculum and instruction. Finally, proponents of
a more social reconstructionist tradition, give attention to the role culture provides as a basis of
reflective inquiry or the partnership of education and social justice, and the role of teachers in
social reconstruction.
The four traditions allow one to reflect upon teaching and learning from different
perspectives with consideration for which perspectives may be most effective for optimizing the
learning of diverse learners. It is the social reconstructionist tradition, however, that explicitly
addresses culturally responsive pedagogy in teacher preparation. The next section offers an
examination of literature selected because of the emphasis placed on teacher preparation for
diverse learners.
Cochran-Smith (2004) argues that it is essential in teacher preparation to guide teachers
explicitly if they are to develop an appropriate understanding of preparation for diverse learners.
The author believes if teachers are to teach effectively across student diversity, then they must
explore issues of culture and history in their classes. Cochran-Smith (2004) maintains that
teacher preparation is “embedded in culture and history” and requires a historical framework for
understanding current issues and challenges linked to teacher education. Therefore, it is
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important to review and examine traditional teacher training and understand the tightly entwined
pedagogical practices for teaching diverse student populations and the dominant beliefs and
practices of teacher preparation. Such a review is necessary for understanding the hidden impact
of the established social structures on teacher training in the context of social justice and the
meanings they suggest for teacher practices and student outcomes. Over recent years, teacher
education programs have been exploring the strategy of field experiences to combat the
[perceived] shortcomings of teacher preparation programs (Cochran-Smith, 2004; Gay, 2002;
Villegas & Lucas, 2002).
One of the often-cited shortcomings is the overwhelming majority of pre-service
candidates are White and middle-class. In general, the pre-service internship for teachers is
confined primarily to learning experiences centered on pedagogy in relation to a single
classroom and the students they interact with as their frame of reference. For this reason, Allen
and Hermann-Wilmarth (2004) chose field experience settings and conditions in which the
diversity in the student population is obvious. Consequently, pre-service teachers were forced to
see their own culture and that of their students. Gallego (2001) added that community-based field
experiences provide an opportunity for preservice teachers to learn in cultural context.
Despite the potential contributions of field experiences as an important context for
deepening pre-service teacher understanding of culture and some of the daily encounters of the
student, families, communities, the literature on science teacher preparation highlights and
suggests some of the limitations of field experiences for preparing science teachers to teach
diverse learners. For example, in meta-analysis research conducted by Hollins and Guzman
(2005) the authors noted few generalizations could be made about the impact of field experiences
on teacher preparation for diverse learners. They found that the studies they reviewed were
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conducted in a range of settings and under a variety of conditions. Results from the studies did
not clearly demonstrate applications for more effectively teaching science to diverse populations.
Regarding findings from an induction program investigated by Bianchini and Brenner (2010),
teachers reported that they perceived little contribution to their knowledge about effectively
teaching science. However, participants did report their teaching internship had a more powerful
and lasting influence in shaping how they taught science.
Nature of Science
One of the contemporary debates, related to the nature of science, centers on what is a
valid view of science. Two main factions in the debate are proponents of the traditional proWestern science view and contrastingly those who maintain that pro-Western science is just one
of a number of valid scientific views. This debate is significant and relevant to teacher
preparation. Teachers’ scientific epistemological views reflect their core values and worldview;
they are essential components for guiding instructional practices (Tsai, 2006). For example,
teachers with positivist-aligned epistemologies tend to focus on students’ science scores on tests.
Instructional time is often devoted to teacher-directed lectures and tutorial or practice sessions
(Tsai, 2006). In comparison, teachers with more constructivist-oriented scientific epistemologies
tend to give greater priority to student understanding and application of the scientific concepts.
Instructional time often includes student inquiry activities and interactive discussions (Tsai,
2006).
The discourse on the nature of science gives rise to discussions about what should be
acknowledged as the epistemology of teacher preparation. In the tradition of Western science and
the tradition of school science, teacher preparation for diverse learners is defined from a Western
modern perspective (Sleeter, 2001). One resolution is that preservice teachers should be
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encouraged to question and investigate all appropriate ontological and epistemological views that
arise in teaching science (Matthews, 1998; Stanley & Brickhouse, 1994). For scientists and
science educators, there is an uncomfortable truce to address multiple epistemologies or to teach
a sort of epistemological pluralism (Bianchini & Solomon, 2003; Cobern & Loving, 2001).
Ogawa (1995) proposes an epistemology of multiscience, a perspective that extends
scientific literacy into the traditional knowledge and wisdom of the ethno-science of indigenous
peoples. The multiscience perspective recognizes different types of science knowledge, including
personal science, indigenous science, and Western modern science. Proponents of a multiscience
education perspective posit that multicultural science education is a powerful and significant tool
for including diverse epistemologies and improving instructional practices (Stanley &
Brickhouse, 2001; Ogawa, 1995; Hodson 1993). The movement of a multicultural focus in
science education has given rise to much discussion about equity and the culture of power in
science education (Banks & Banks, 1995). The societal imbalances of power based on
race/ethnicity culture, language, social class, and gender have been replicated in schools and
serve to reinforce and maintain traditional structures and systems reflected in the larger society
and the roles and functions of various social groups and individuals. The outcome is often a
marginalization of specific groups of students and conditions unfavorable to maximum student
participation (Darling-Hammond, French, & Garcia-Lopez, 2002; Freire, 2005; Giroux, 2001;
Lee, 1999).
Davis and Martin (2008) contend that teaching science from a Western perspective may
result in scientific racism. These authors defined scientific racism as science curriculum and
instruction supporting and validating racist beliefs or political and ideological positions of
Eurocentric cultures (Davis & Martin, 2008). Marzano (2010) offers yet a different approach
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with a focus on inclusivity with diverse learners. The author had students to create nonlinguistic
representations such as graphic organizers, sketches, and pictographs to construct images of
science concepts. The study suggested the use of nonlinguistic strategies contributed to student
engagement and improved science learning (Haystead & Marzano, 2010).
Gay (1997) argued that teachers will be challenged to teach diverse learners effectively if
their preparation does not emphasize the importance of integrating the academic knowledge and
daily life experiences of their students. As Murrell (2000) has shown, a contextualized
knowledge of the culture, community, and identity of students and their families provides the
core of multicultural teaching practices. Rodriguez (1998) described multicultural praxis as a
model encompassing pedagogical strategies reflective of understanding that power and privilege,
ethnicity, gender, and voice influence the when, why, and how of what is to be learned. An
understanding of multicultural education is related to a grasp of culturally responsive pedagogy
and allows one to compare frameworks for teacher preparation and to understand how and why
multicultural education is different from traditional patterns of teacher preparation (Atwater,
1998).
Culturally responsive pedagogy
Boutte, Kelly-Jackson, and Johnson (2010) found developing culturally responsive praxis
requires teachers to reposition themselves as learners, and engage and collaborate with their
students, community members and other teachers of diverse learners to expand their knowledge
of the cultural resources of their students. Parsons (2000) and Parsons, Foster, Travis, and
Simpson (2007) illustrated that Black cultural ethos fosters cultural congruence between diverse
learners and school science. Parsons (2008) offered Black cultural ethos, a set of West African
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cultural practices including oral tradition and role playing, as an example of culturally responsive
pedagogy.
Despite the promise that the concept of culturally responsive pedagogy seems to hold for
supporting multicultural science education for teacher preparation, culturally responsive
pedagogy is a concept that is often used “synonymous with ‘minority’ education” (LadsonBillings, 1999). Over the years, the focus has shifted from a concentration on minority education,
to emerging and robust body of literature on culturally responsive pedagogy. Developing an
understanding of culturally responsive pedagogy and its application to teacher preparation is
fundamental to multicultural education and praxis. Strategies to implement culturally responsive
teaching into educator preparation have been documented and include cultural synchronization,
critical examination and reflection, community ethnography, and the use of learning
communities (McAllister & Irvine, 2002; King, 1997; Cochran-Smith, 1995; Haberman, 1995;
Irvine, 1990).
Murrell (2000) and Rodriguez (1997) wrote of multicultural praxis or the knowledge,
skills, and abilities to provide exemplary and equitable teaching of diverse student populations.
Culturally responsive pedagogy is a function of multicultural praxis with an effort to integrate
cultural referents into the curriculum (Ladson-Billings, 1999). Certain methods and instructional
strategies enable teachers to engage in culturally responsive teaching and learning interactions
with their students. Examples of methods and instructional strategies for learning to teach
science to diverse learners are discussed in the next section.
Irvine (1990) introduces the concept of “cultural synchronization”. She found that
teachers must develop a connection with their students that starts with valuing and being
sensitive to student culture. Irvine (1990) reported that cultural synchronization between the
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teacher and her students contributes to an effective style of teaching and increases the likelihood
of students’ academic success. Cochran-Smith (1995) emphasizes that teachers need
opportunities in their university courses to reflect critically upon their beliefs and values.
Cochran-Smith (1995) supports the idea that teachers have opportunities to confront and evaluate
their personal assumptions about their students and to experience the culture and community of
their students.
Joyce King (1997) sought to have her students develop a relationship with community
members. She observed that the student teaching experience often occurs without emphasis on
the development of relationships between pre-service teachers and the school, community, and
homes of their students. Additionally, King (1997) was concerned that teachers may see teaching
diverse student populations as opportunities for integrating the teacher’s cultural beliefs and
values and consequently may struggle with an understanding of and respect for diversity.
Haberman (1995) posits that teacher education programs establish communities of teachers who
are committed to teaching all students and to setting high expectations for their learning.
Additionally, Haberman (1995) wrote that the demonstration of a commitment to teaching and
learning must be criteria for the admission of candidates to teacher education programs.
Although the ideas of Irvine, Cochran-Smith, King, and Haberman demonstrate unique
and somewhat divergent views, collectively they provide a range of perspectives for fostering
culturally responsive pedagogy. Their collective wisdom suggests teacher preparation curriculum
must include the following experiences: 1) sound theoretical understanding of teaching; 2)
introduction to the best practices of teaching via one or more models; 3) initial practice under the
tutelage of a community expert; 4) ongoing practice with reflection on their own teaching; 5)
continued professional development, support, and mentoring; 6) instruction on how to integrate
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students’ culture and community in school life; and 7) preparation for engaging students in the
process of learning.
Buxton (2010) builds upon past traditions and incorporates the evolving paradigm of
culturally responsive pedagogy. In this model, the emphasis is placed on engaging learners in
social problem solving of their local community environmental issues. Results suggested that
students’ science content knowledge increased during their participation in this two-week nature
summer camp. Researchers (Silva, Sabino, Adina, Lanuza, & Baluyot, 2011) explored the 4MAT
Teaching Cycle to teach diverse learners. The focus of the researchers’ work was student
engagement, inquiry, and collaboration. Concluding insights revealed that individual students
receive and process their learning experiences in different ways, and students build knowledge
through experiential learning. This is yet another method of addressing issues of student
differences.
Similarly, Villegas and Lucas (2002) reported that content of the established preservice
curriculum needs to be reconsidered. Villegas and Lucas (2002) suggest six interconnected and
intertwining strands or constructs for organizing the curriculum for pre-service teachers: 1)
gaining sociocultural consciousness, 2) developing an affirming attitude toward students from
culturally diverse backgrounds, 3) developing the commitment and skills to act as agents of
change, 4) understanding the constructivist foundations of culturally responsive teaching, 5)
learning about students and their communities, and 6) cultivating culturally responsive teaching
practices (Villegas & Lucas, 2002, p. 26). Ferguson (2008) developed multicultural teaching
standards for a science education methods course to facilitate the communication in science
education between multicultural education and science education. The preservice science
teachers were required to have dialogic conversations, participate in and interact with cultures
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different from their own authentically, focus on professional development and improvement in
teaching practices, reflect on the ecological factors influencing their practices, and engage in
opportunities for critical reflection and thought (of their practices, students, and knowledge). In a
5 year study of new teachers of color, the teachers revealed they were unable to draw upon their
own or their students’ cultural resources fully to enact culturally responsive teaching (Achinstein
& Ogawa, 2012). The participants shared that the standardization of curriculum and instruction
and meeting testing requirements, and incongruence between instruction and the learning
preferences and academic experiences of the teachers’ community of students were examples of
challenges described by the participants.
Other scholars have stated that integrating teacher education with discussions of beliefs
about teaching and learning and reflecting upon the relationship between such beliefs and
teaching and learning is critical in teacher preparation (Nieto, 2009; Allen & Labbo, 2001;
Sleeter, 2001; Barton, 1999). Often the strategies used in teacher education can be described as
add-on, immersion, transformation, and programmatic changes (Sleeter, 2001). In add-on
courses, multicultural topics are included in the content of select, traditional certification
course(s) or a course on multiculturalism is added as an option in fulfilling academic credits. In
add-on courses, the topics on multiculturalism are often miscellaneous and are not fully
integrated into the program experiences of the preservice teachers. Immersion courses provide
opportunities for preservice students to be engaged beyond class discussions in multiculturalrelated experiences. Transformation courses fully integrate multicultural education into the
design of the course. Yet the greatest altering of teacher preparation occurs with programmatic
changes, which include the integration of multicultural content in courses and National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). Another key programmatic change is revision
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of admission requirements, which might, for example, select students to facilitate cultural and
linguistic diversity in preservice cohorts.
Add-on courses and immersion experiences can cause cognitive dissonance for preservice
teachers who might understand the need for culturally responsive teaching but do not recognize
how it is integral to implementing reform-based practices (McFalls & Cobb Roberts, 2001). If
immersions are not paired with multicultural methods instruction and thorough discussions of
culturally related issues, then the learning and professional development expected may not result.
Even programmatic changes are not practical for all teacher preparation programs, such as state
sponsored university-based teacher preparation programs in which government and school
policies and procedures have to be followed. The next section draws on three examples (field
experience, science methods course, and inservice professional development) in order to
highlight approaches and describe conclusions that arose from efforts to support teachers to
transform their goals, content, and instructional practices to engage all students in their
classroom, particularly marginalized students.
Tobin, Roth, and Zimmermann (2001) proposed coteaching and cogenerative dialogue as
a model to prepare preservice teachers to teach science in urban schools. Preservice teachers
work in the classroom with teaching partners (i.e., one or more mentor teachers and preservice
teachers) teaching together and learning from each other (Tobin & Roth, 2005). With
cogenerative dialogue, teaching colleagues share and discuss their understandings, experiences,
and perspectives about the classroom activities and learning environment. Scantlebury, GalloFox, and Wassell (2008) reported findings of a 3-year, longitudinal study on coteaching and
cogenerative dialogue in an urban school. Interns and cooperating teachers taught science classes
together, and participated in weekly seminars on teaching and learning with clinical supervisors,
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researchers, and university faculty. The researchers (Scantlebury, Gallo-Fox, & Wassell, 2008)
concluded the preservice teachers: 1) created expanded social networks for professional
development or multiple human resources to support their teaching and learning, and 2) practice
in designing and redesigning teaching and classroom practices. Further, the preservice teachers
reported they learned from one another and teaching colleagues the real challenges of the
teaching contexts of urban schools, and developed new understandings about teaching and
learning. In contrast to the Scantlebury, Gallo-Fox, & Wassell (2008) study, Mensah (2009)
introduced a book club in a science methods course to engage preservice teachers in processes to
become culturally responsive.
In the book club, preservice teachers read Ways with words: Language, life, and work in
communities and classrooms (Heath, 1983). The preservice teachers were asked to reflect upon
and discuss urban and rural schools and communities and how these sociocultural contexts,
including language and home culture, are related to teaching and learning and developing
personal and professional connections with students and their communities. Mensah (2009)
reported observing a shift in the preservice teachers discourse. At the start of the book club, the
students reported that they did not see the relevancy of the text to a science methods course and
the compatibility of discussions about science and diversity. At the conclusion of the book club,
the preservice teachers reported that they were now more open to thinking about diversity and
science instruction as compatible and how diversity, that of their students and their own, is
related to teaching and learning. Further, the preservice teachers described broaden conceptions
of diversity including social, political, institutional, and educational dimensions. Another
approach conducted in a science methods course is the Drawing-Elementary-Science-TeacherIdeal-Not or DESTIN (Mensah, 2011).
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Preservice teachers’ drawings of science teachers and their illustrations of science
teaching were used to guide class discourse about preservice teachers’ stereotypes of science
teaching and learning. Class discussions focused on the nature of science, beliefs about science
teaching, and role of science teachers. Mensah (2011) analyzed that the pre-drawings
demonstrated minimal knowledge of diversity within science education and negative or
stereotypical images of science and science teaching. Within the post-drawings the science
teachers expressed beliefs that science teaching and learning builds on students’ prior knowledge
and experiences, is student-centered, inquiry focused, and includes collaborative learning.
Further, the post-drawings included images of children with physical disabilities, darker skin
tones, and girls and boys were depicted. Inservice teachers in Johnson (2011) were introduced to
the Transformative Professional Development model to encourage them to contemplate and
attempt new theories and practices for teaching diverse learners.
Inservice teachers were encouraged to build relationships with teaching colleagues,
university faculty, and communities to support their goals, content, and instructional practices to
engage all students in their classroom. Further, the participants engaged in dialogue about high
expectations for student success, and the reform ideal of science for all. Johnson (2011) reported
that the inservice teachers described that they felt more comfortable with the teaching challenges
of working with diverse learners and creative in seeking additional teaching and classroom
practices to engage all students in their classroom. The strategies and methods discussed in this
section were approaches for preparing teachers for the diverse classrooms they will serve. In
addition to the discussion of how multicultural education and culturally responsive pedagogy
impact science teacher preparation to teach diverse learners, the discussions within teacher
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education have been on approaches, such as urban education, used to describe teaching across
student diversity.
Urban contexts
The instruction typically observed in urban and rural schools is important for what it says
about teacher preparation for diverse learners and the ways in which teacher education
instruction is organized and implemented (Ladson-Billings, 1999). Specifically, urban schools
are central to historical literature on teacher preparation because they are important sites in the
differentiation of cultural diversity and focal points for research on programmatic practices.
Some educators (DeYoung, 1987; Ladson-Billings, 1999) have coined the typical pedagogical
models as urbanized instruction. Urban teaching strategies differ from attempts to (re)socialize
students to mainstream behaviors, values, and attitudes and instead draw upon approaches that
incorporate students’ social and cultural backgrounds to facilitate learning (Ladson-Billings,
1999).
Some urbanized teaching strategies follow the cultural deprivation or disadvantaged
model, which emerged in the 1960s. A central idea of this approach is that the home or
community environment for specific groups of students is a culturally deprived experience
(DeYoung, 1987; Hollins, 1993; Ladson-Billings, 1999; Parsons, Foster, Gomillion, & Simpson,
2008). A challenge appears for teacher preparation if teacher education and professional
development is embedded in a culture and history of cultural deprivation or disadvantaged model
(Cochran-Smith, 2004).
In summary, a review of existing literature linked to pre-service teacher preparation
programs and professional development training for understanding and competently meeting the
needs of a growing diverse student population require comprehensive and culturally responsive
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efforts and programs. Too often topics related to diversity are presented in limited and
fragmented ways in small and specialized contexts, such as a single course or single field
experience. Exposure for training may be confined to a single selected school setting, such as
those placed in an urban or rural school community. Standards of the course and field experience
expectations for teacher engagement in professional development on student diversity and topics
of multicultural science education and culturally responsive pedagogy are not consistently
supported by current teacher education. In addition, the nature of science and how it impacts
science teacher preparation and may contribute to challenges and opportunities to teach science
to diverse learners are ideas not fully developed in teacher preparation models.
Theoretical framework
A theoretical framework functions to conceptualize the epistemological, ontological, and
methodological thinking (process) of the researcher, and provide a structure and scaffold for the
research (Merriam, 2009). Further, a theoretical framework is a philosophical entity formed by
the concepts, assumptions, and beliefs, which support and inform the research (Creswell, 2007;
Maxwell, 2005). The theoretical framework that guides this study is supported by a social
constructivism theory and Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model (Bronfenbrenner, 2005).
Social constructivist theory is an apt theoretical framework for this study. Supporters of
this perspective believe knowledge is influenced by interactions and the social contexts in which
they are embedded (Southerland & Gess-Newsome, 1999; Vygotsky, 1978). Through personal
experiences, cultural affiliation, historical, and social contexts, learning occurs and conceptions
are shaped (Denning 1992; Giroux & McLaren, 1994). Matthews (1998) distinguishes three
forms of social constructivism. Educational constructivism has origins in theories of learning and
development. Proponents of philosophical constructivism consider beliefs and perceptions to be
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dynamic constructions of actions and experiences. Sociological constructivism is associated with
the sociology of scientific theory. From a sociological perspective, group beliefs and interactions
consciously or unconsciously shape the construction of scientific understanding (Matthews,
1998). Kim (2001) and Gredler (1997) posit that transactional or situated cognition is a
perspective of social constructivism and includes the natural environment as a contributing factor
offering insight on learning. The authors’ perspective spans beyond more commonly used
descriptors of environmental contexts to consider human interaction with nature.
Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model incorporates the biological and ecological, to
consider individual characteristics and their interplay with environmental experiences
(Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994). In his seminal work, Bronfenbrenner (1979) presented the
notion that “context matters” in development and learning. Perceptions, thoughts, and beliefs, as
Bronfenbrenner would argue, evolve as a function of a person’s exposure to and interaction with
the environment (Bronfenbrenner, 2005). Lewthwaite (2011) refers to the bioecological model as
a systems theory considering the complexities of relationships and interactions and the multiple
levels that influence them. Interactions between individuals and their environments dynamically
contribute to the outcomes of development and learning. Loxley, O’Leary and Minton (2011)
describe the bioecological model as learning and knowing which occurs in a variety of social
relationships and contexts. Gardiner and Kosmitzki (2008) assert the bioecological model
incorporate the role of culture as a contribution to the nested level of influences. These authors
assert that the role of culture is essential for understanding the contributions and complex
processes involved in learning and development.
Social constructivism and bioecological models serve as key frameworks for guiding and
support the essence of this study. They address the importance of contexts and the social
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interactions and constructions that emanate from them. Teachers learn through and are
influenced by multiple contexts (i.e., family and significant others, neighborhood/community,
cultural, historical, and institutional) in the evolution of their own development and learning.
Consciously or unconsciously, they construct their own meaning from these interactions and
experiences, which shape their worldview and contribute to and guide their values and beliefs
about teaching. Further, it is posited that by self-awareness or critical reflection and selfreflection teachers will develop emancipatory knowledge. Emancipatory knowledge is selfawareness or critical reflection and self-reflection of themselves (Cranton, 2002), which is an
important part of teachers’ learning process and professional development. The development of
emancipatory knowledge is an important process of learning about teaching, specifically for each
teacher to better understand her teaching practices. Further, with critical reflection teachers
would aim to rethink the social forces and institutions or systems that influence and shape
teaching and learning (Kreber & Cranton, 2000).
Conclusions
The literature review focuses on core topics related to this research study: 1) context of
the study and the rationale for studying effective teacher preparation in science education; 2)
overview of the research on patterns of teacher preparation include multicultural science
education and culturally responsive pedagogy; and 3) information on the nature of science. The
literature review is critically important in addressing the research questions because it points to
the forms of knowledge (conceptions of diversity and what and how to teach science) that is
understood to be a central aspect of science teaching and teaching diverse learners. The traditions
in teacher preparation reflect part of the support structure of science teacher preparation.
Juxtaposed is a multicultural education perspective, which provides elements of the history of
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teaching diverse learners and the skills and knowledge essential to effectively teaching learners
of all cultures.
The researcher has developed four assertions by abridging the key ideas from the
literature review. First, there are different ways of conceiving and organizing teacher
preparation, reflecting views of teaching and learning to teach and different orientations to the
preparation of teachers for diverse learners. Second, there are tensions in science education
regarding scientific epistemological views, reflecting key differences in core values and
worldview, and essential components for guiding instructional practices for diverse learners.
Third, there are disconnects between theory and practice of approaches to prepare teachers for
work in urban contexts and meet the needs of diverse learners. Finally, there are gaps
organizationally and conceptually between science education and culturally responsive
pedagogy. Chapter Three takes the reader through the research design, including restating the
questions that organize the study. The theoretical framework is summarized and the
methodology is outlined. A description of the participants, data collection and the process for
analysis is presented.
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Chapter 3: Methods
Introduction
As previously stated in the introduction, the purpose of the current study is to explore and
share findings based on in-depth interviews with six study participants and to use their insights to
contribute to the emerging body of literature on teaching science to diverse learners. The
expectation is this study of teacher perceptions will contribute additional insights for preparing
teachers to engage diverse learners in a manner that connects science learning to their daily life
experiences and support teachers’ efforts to reach, teach, and mentor all students in their
classrooms. Again, the following research questions are addressed in this study:
1. What are science teachers’ conceptions of diversity?
2. How do science teachers describe their knowledge of teaching diverse learners and the
resources they use to guide their understanding?
3. What types of teaching strategies do science teachers use to reach and engage a diverse
population?
Research Design and Theoretical Frameworks
To address the research questions, the researcher employed a qualitative study
methodology. According to Denzin and Lincoln (2005) qualitative research is the design and
construction of scholarly knowledge through interpretative, naturalistic approaches. From the
perspective of Denzin and Lincoln (2005), this means that social and human phenomena are
studied in context and made sense of, or interpreted through the meaning-making of the study
participants. Creswell (2007) posits qualitative research reflects assumptions, one’s worldview,
or a theoretical lens inquiring into the meaning of social or human phenomena. Similarly,
Merriam (2009) states qualitative research is a richly descriptive, emergent and flexible inquiry
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of the meanings participants have constructed. Hatch (2002) describes qualitative research as a
basic set of beliefs and worldview or epistemology and ontology that informs methodology and
guides actions.
Understanding of the researcher’s philosophical orientation and the belief, values and
assumptions that guide the research process is crucial. This understanding and awareness is
especially salient for considerations related the nature of reality and knowledge and the
implications of a holistic description of the study participants and the settings in which the
studied phenomena occurs. A review of qualitative research approaches offered a foundation for
determining the design and choice of research methodology. The philosophical stance of the
researcher must be thoughtfully examined and considered to ensure appropriate alignment with
the research design and methodology for addressing the study questions and guiding the research
process. For qualitative studies the process involved is continuous; each step of the process
informs subsequent phases. Since this study seeks to gain meaning from the perspective of study
participants, capturing their voices and the ways they construct meaning of their experience is
important and allows for a complex description and interpretation of their experiences with the
opportunity to gain unique and new perspectives. In contrast to quantitative methodology,
qualitative research may describe phenomena with more depth for understanding with the intent
of capturing the construction of participants’ meaning not fully understood using a more
structured design (Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Stake, 2005). Another
contribution of qualitative research is the theoretical inquiring of social or human phenomena
and meaning-making of individuals or groups (Creswell, 2007).
A theoretical framework functions to conceptualize the epistemological, ontological, and
methodological thinking (process) of the researcher. Major authors in the field (Anfara & Mertz;
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2006; Hatch, 2002; Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2002; Stake, 2005) have written about the intended
purpose of qualitative research and theoretical frameworks for understanding how knowledge is
constructed and linked to methods, insights into previous work connected to the research topic,
and questions that can be explored. Theoretical frameworks provide a structure and scaffold for
the research (Merriam, 2009). Maxwell (2005) and Creswell (2007) describe a theoretical
framework as a philosophical entity formed by the concepts, assumptions, and beliefs which
support and inform the research. The theoretical foundation that guides this study is supported by
a social constructivism theory and Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model (Bronfenbrenner,
2005). The theory of social constructivism is a key element in examining the learning process
and will be discussed in the section that follows. Additionally, a bioecological model offers
guidance and insights about learning as a developmental process and underscores the role and
importance of context and the dynamic nature and influence of relationships and interactions on
multiple levels. Even though the theoretical frameworks were introduced in Chapter 2, social
constructivism and the bioecological model will be discussed in this chapter as both a
philosophical and methodological background to a qualitative study.
Social constructivism is a theoretical perspective that features the social contexts and
interactions that occur within them. Supporters of this perspective believe knowledge is
influenced by these interactions and the social contexts in which they are embedded (Southerland
& Gess-Newsome, 1999; Vygotsky, 1978). Through personal experiences, cultural affiliation,
historical, and social contexts, learning occurs and conceptions are shaped (Denning 1992;
Giroux & McLaren, 1994). Matthews (1998) distinguishes three forms of social constructivism.
Educational constructivism has origins in theories of learning and development. Proponents of
philosophical constructivism consider beliefs and perceptions to be dynamic constructions of
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action and experience. Sociological constructivism is associated with the sociology of scientific
theory. From a sociological perspective, group beliefs and interactions consciously or
unconsciously shape the construction of scientific understanding (Matthews, 1998). Kim (2001)
and Gredler (1997) posit that transactional or situated cognition is a perspective of social
constructivism and includes the natural environment as a contributing factor offering insight on
learning. The authors’ perspective spans beyond more commonly used descriptors of
environmental contexts to consider human interaction with nature.
As discussed in Chapter 2, Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological model incorporates the
biological and ecological, to consider individual characteristics and their interplay with
environmental experiences (Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994). In his seminal work, Bronfenbrenner
(1979) presented the notion that “context matters” in development and learning. Perceptions,
thoughts, and beliefs, as Bronfenbrenner would argue, evolve as a function of a person’s
exposure to and interaction with the environment (Bronfenbrenner, 2005). Lewthwaite (2011)
refers to the bioecological model as a systems theory considering the complexities of
relationships and interactions and the multiple levels that influence them. Interactions between
individuals and their environments dynamically contribute to the outcomes of development and
learning. Loxley, O’Leary and Minton (2011) describe the bioecological model as learning and
knowing, which occurs in a variety of social relationships and contexts. Gardiner and Kosmitzki
(2008) assert the bioecological model incorporates the role of culture as a contribution to the
nested level of influences. These authors assert that the role of culture is essential for
understanding the contributions and complex processes involved in learning and development.
Social constructivism and bioecological models serve as key frameworks for guiding and
supporting the essence of this study. They address the importance of contexts and the social
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interactions and constructions that emanate from them. Teachers learn through and are
influenced by multiple contexts (i.e., family and significant others, neighborhood/community,
cultural, historical, and institutional) in the evolution of their own development and learning.
Consciously or unconsciously, they construct their own meaning from these interactions and
experiences, which shape their worldview and contribute to and guide their values and beliefs
about teaching. In the next section that follows the interview as an approach will be discussed.
Interview
Creswell (2007) observes that interviews provide thick, rich data sets. As posited by
Patton (2002) interviews are detailed descriptions of the participants’ activities, behaviors,
actions, and perceptions. Weiss (1994) describes interviews as access to settings that would
otherwise be closed to researchers. Kvale (2009) sees interviews as a specific conversation or
dialogue between the researcher and participant. He sees interviews as a way of capturing themes
describing the daily lived experiences and perceptions of participants. One of his descriptions of
interviews relevant to this work is the philosophical dialogue, a conversation between two people
with the intent of understanding a given phenomenon. Further, he views interviews as the
production of knowledge through working with words. The selection of interviews as a method
of inquiry supports efforts to capture the perspectives of study participants in the teaching
context. The next section describes participants of the current study and the selection process.
Participants
The participants for the current study are six former and current secondary science school
teachers. Participants volunteered from a list of science teachers teaching in two local school
systems. Additionally, teachers were recruited based on those whose name and email address
appeared on their school website who I emailed and asked to participate in the study. Of the
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teachers approached, six volunteered to participate. Of these six participants, all were female.
The ethnicities of the participants were one African American and five Caucasian American.
Study participants completed their teacher education preparation at the same state university
located in the southeastern region of the United States. Some of the participants had additional
education experiences. Two had experience teaching undergraduate science courses. One had
experience teaching an undergraduate teacher education course. A participant worked in science
curriculum and development for a local school system. Another participant had formal training in
urban education. Similarly, one teacher participated in professional development with a program
designed to motivate and support students facing economic challenges to aspire to attend
postsecondary education that is referred to as the pseudonym Project Success in this study.
Project Success partners with local school districts to create a support system encouraging
students to participate in college. Compensation was not provided for participation in this study.
The teachers’ participation required an in-depth interview. The interview process is discussed in
the next section.
Data Sources
The guidelines and forms for research activities involving human subjects was followed
as outlined by the researcher’s university campus Institutional Review Board (IRB). Data were
collected through an interview process. Prior to the development of interview questions for this
study, a pilot study was conducted. The pilot study was primarily designed to inform and serve
as guidance for the researcher to: 1) establish the research questions, 2) develop and test the
theoretical alignment of the research methods, 3) check for questions that fail to address the
research questions, 4) assess whether the research methodology is an appropriate process to
collect and analyze data, and 5) re-word ambiguous interview questions and interview questions
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that do not generate thoughtful responses. The pilot study also served to refine the interview
techniques and process, note-taking, active listening and responding skills of the researcher.
None of the participants in the pilot study participated in the current study.
For the current qualitative study, one formal interview with each of the teachers was
conducted. The semi-structured, open-ended interview questions were designed to collect
thoughtful responses that would lead to a greater understanding of teachers’ conceptions of
diversity, their own science teaching strategies and how their students learn. All interviews were
conducted at sites chosen by the participants. Prior to the interview, the participants were briefed
on the research topic and the purpose and nature of the interview process. Pre-interview
procedures also included a detailed discussion with the teachers on the confidentiality of the
process and their interview responses. Each interview began with an introduction to the study
and the participant sharing her decision-making process that lead to becoming a science teacher.
Each participant was asked permission to audio tape the interview. Audio tapes are an accurate
method to record the content of the interview. An interview guide of questions was used (see
appendix for a copy of the guiding questions). The guiding questions were the primary questions
and provide a focused, coherent inquiry. Probes were an important part of the interview process
to clarify interview responses and bring forth more details of the participants’ thoughts, actions,
and experiences. While interviews were being conducted, no problems were encountered that
would affect the quality and quantity of the interview responses or the trustworthiness of the
results. The participants were thanked for their participation. After all interviews were
completed, each interview audio-tape was submitted to a transcription service by the researcher.
Each transcript was carefully checked for completeness and consistency. Although none of the
participants chose to do so, they were offered the opportunity to review their interview transcript.
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The data obtained from the interviews were categorized, coded and an interpretative analysis was
conducted.
Data Analysis
In Chapter 4, the findings are organized by research question and the related categories
and themes for each question. An initial data analysis step involved the creation of a category
system. After insightful review of the research questions, the researcher considered all the
meaningful units of information or descriptive categories grounded in each research question.
Further, the researcher developed thorough and higher levels of categories, because some of the
initial categories were inadequate to offer meaningful and descriptive units. Categories were
preset prior to a review of the transcripts, and did not emerge on their own. The categories for
Research Question 1 are defining diversity, teaching philosophy, and multicultural discourse. For
Research Question 2, inservice and professional development, classroom experiences, and
science education literature and strategies are the categories. Research Question 3 had two
categories, teacher-student interactions and curriculum and instruction considerations. By
marking the interview transcripts in categories, a framework or conceptual structure to support
and guide iterations of the interview transcripts and clarify themes in participant discourse was
produced.
Berkowitz (1997) provided an apt description of the next step of the analysis of this
research data: a pattern of multiple rounds of reading and rereading the transcripts. With each
reading of the transcripts notes on observations such as patterns and key contradictions that could
be useful for analysis, the researcher made notes on the transcripts. From these notes, themes
emerged. The development of themes was an inductive, iterative, and reflexive process. Themes
emerged that seemed immediately to capture a category related to the research question and
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essential perspectives of the participants. Other themes were structured after grouping of related
emergent themes and after additional reading of the interview transcripts and reflection on the
emergent themes. The researcher labeled all the themes using terms that described the
observations made by the researcher or incorporated terms used by the participants. Further, the
researcher continued to read and review the interview transcripts to make sure the identification,
labeling, and organizing of themes was supported by participants’ quotes.
The themes were used to organize and summarize the main ideas of the teachers’
conversations to form an explanatory whole (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The researcher assigned
one or more themes to units of the interview text, and some of the themes were used repeatedly
throughout the interview transcripts. In this way, the themes provide more meaning and help
formulate greater understanding of the participants’ interview discourse (Gubrium & Holstein,
1997). After developing categories and themes an in-depth analysis of contextual factors, the
researcher conducted descriptive or explanatory inquiry of the phenomena (Yin, 2011). The
analysis in Chapter 4 includes data from the participants’ interviews as they represent themes
revealed during the data analysis, (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005).
Establishing Trustworthiness
The measures of trustworthiness and credibility defined for this study are: 1) review of
the transcripts and data analysis for inconsistencies in the findings, 2) alignment of the findings
to the theoretical frameworks of this research, and 3) examination of the authenticity in the
portrayal of the contexts studied. A key strength of the data analysis was reading the transcripts
for summaries and to check themes (Potter, 1998). Instead, credibility of the data analysis was
produced by outlining narratives and reflective notes representative of the participant’s accounts
that address the research questions. For the researcher, the pilot study provided practice in
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checking the interpretation and analyses of data. The practice strengthened the researcher’s
interpretation and analyses of the current findings.
A measure of establishing trustworthy interactions between the researcher and the
participants was the participants were not devalued and no personal criticism of their responses
implied. The researcher discussed and sought understanding of the participants’ perceptions and
meaning-making and acknowledges contribution of their experiences. In addition, the researcher
drew upon the culture, language, beliefs, and experiences of the teacher participants to facilitate
the interview discussion and completeness of the participants’ response to the interview
questions (Lincoln, 1995). The researcher offered an opportunity for participants to review
transcripts for accuracy, but none chose to do so.
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Chapter 4: Research Findings
Introduction
As elaborated in Chapter 3, the researcher used a system of coding to organize the data
by preset categories linked to each of the research questions. This allowed sections of the
interview narratives to be viewed by and organized extensively by themes that emerged from the
data (Merriam, 2009). Excerpts of the narratives that illustrate these themes are presented to
provide more meaning and help provide greater understanding of the participants’ interview
discourse (Gubrium & Holstein, 1997). After developing themes, the categories and themes for
each interview were organized and connected, and the analysis is outlined in this chapter.
This qualitative study was designed to examine perspectives shared by science teachers
about their science teaching, student learning, teaching experiences, and their pedagogical
practices for diverse learners. The focus of Chapter 4, findings from the current study, addresses
three research questions: 1. What are science teachers’ conceptions of diversity? 2. How do
science teachers describe their knowledge of teaching diverse learners and the resources they use
to guide their understanding? 3. What types of teaching strategies do science teachers use that
allow them to reach and teach a diverse population?
Findings presented in this chapter represent a summary of the discourse, perceptions, and
experiences expressed by study participants as conveyed in their own words. One-on-one indepth audio-recorded interviews were conducted and transcribed verbatim. The findings are
organized as categories and themes related to each of the research questions. The organization of
the chapter reflects, in general, the steps of the data examination. In the first section, the
participants are introduced. Pseudonyms were used to provide a method of confidentiality and
anonymity.
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Teacher participants
Participants volunteered from a list of science teachers teaching in two local school
systems. One of the school systems is located in the state’s third largest city, which is home to
the leading campus of the state university. Data collected in the 2010 census reported the
population of this city as 178,874. The racial and ethnic makeup of the city is 76.1% white,
17.1% black, 4.6% Hispanic or Latino (of any race), 1.6% Asian, 0.4% Native American, and
0.2% Pacific Islander. Individuals reporting multiracial background comprised 2.5% of the
population. The other school system is in a city located 20 miles from the first city. The
population of this city was reported as 27,258 in the 2010 census. The racial and ethnic
composition of this city is 93.59% White, 2.95% black, 1.55% Asian, 1.38% Hispanic or Latino
(of any race), 0.22% Native American, and 0.03% Pacific Islander. Individuals reporting a
multiracial background was 1.14% and from other races 0.53% of the population.
The researcher interviewed Lisa at a local park on a warm, sunny day. Lisa teaches at
East High School. The school’s service area includes the most affluent city neighborhoods as
well as apartment communities of subsidized housing. From her earliest memories, Lisa has
always liked science. It is her love for science and outdoor activities that drew her to teaching.
Lisa thought that by teaching science using hands-on activities and outdoor lessons, she could
guide her students to love science too. It was very important to Lisa that her students learn
science beyond the level of high school science courses where “we had to write definitions to
words, vocabulary.” She credited her parents with helping her understand that science is more
than defining key concepts.
The next interviewee, Nancy, seemed to have no restraints in her responses. Nancy’s
bubbly personality and youthful appearance do not hint that she has an extensive resume with the
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county school system and a great deal of poise. Nancy accepted an administrative position with
the county school system as a supervisor of science. She taught science at East High School and
was a science instructional coach. It is clear that she still identifies herself as a teacher, even
though she is not currently teaching in a high school classroom. Nancy reminisced that she “had
an amazing science teacher in high school” and that this teacher and her learning experiences in
high school science “really impacted my life and it made me interested in science.” It was in high
school that she decided to teach and to teach science.
An interview with Monica was conducted at Emerald High School. She is active in
extracurricular activities and she is often at the school after the class hours to help with the step
team. Emerald High is a county school system with approximately 74.3 percent of the student
population described as economically disadvantaged. Monica completed her internship at
Emerald High School and later accepted a teaching position there. She “wanted to be a science
teacher because of my high school teacher.” Monica shared that her teacher “made science really
fun” and conducted lessons and activities that made her students “very involved” in class.
Monica decided to be a teacher as she was influenced too by her science experiences in high
school. Her desire to teach science was confirmed when she began “taking some of the
educational courses” in college, where she was also exposed to research that “says that AfricanAmericans or any type of other group that’s not Caucasian are doing really bad academically.”
To Monica the message was that “African-American students need to see African-American
professionals” in the classroom.
Kelly, who is full of energy and enthusiasm, teaches at Foothills High School in a small
city. At the time of the interview, she had taught 14 or 15 years. Kelly began college as a premed major and her interest shifted to exercise science. She recalled “but my parents always said,
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even when I was a kid they’re like, ‘You’d make a great teacher.’” What she was certain about
was that “I love science and I kept taking science classes and I knew it [my career would
involve] some sort of science area.” As a result, she thought, “Maybe I ought to give that a go.”
Even so, Kelly was hesitant to consider teaching because “I didn't consider it to be very
ambitious to be a teacher.”
Stephanie has taught high school science for about 14 years at Chapman High School and
then “went on to the college level” teaching after accepting an adjunct position at a community
college. Her teaching load consists of biological sciences courses, and she has also taught
education courses for the college. When she first began teaching at Chapman High School,
which was formed from three former schools with students from rural, urban and suburban areas,
Stephanie found the school’s teacher and student population to be “a white bread little
community, and no diversity.” She observed that during her teaching at the high school, the
school demographics changed: “There was a lot of diversity, a lot of U[niversity] parents that
were professors at U[niversity] that some of them were Israeli or some of them were Muslim –
just everything … the community had a couple of housing projects that fed into it …”. Before
teaching, Stephanie initially wanted to be an audiologist and minor in speech pathology. She had
completed graduate coursework and began to write her thesis before leaving graduate school to
get “a job in the business world.” After six or seven years, she began to wonder “what can I do
with the knowledge that I already have?’. And then I decided I can teach science.”
Elaine accepted a teaching position at MLK High School, which has a majority black
student population. Elaine’s student teaching was also at MLK. MLK is a performing arts
magnet school in the metropolitan area near the state university, but after the birth of her second
child, she did not return to high school teaching. Elaine began a Ph.D. program while living in
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another state and then decided to complete a non-thesis master’s program. After Elaine and her
husband moved, she completed her secondary certification to teach. Elaine shared deciding to
teach science:
Let's see – I was in grad school, thinking I was going to go into being a health
professional and I was a graduate assistant and I really liked teaching. And so then I just
decided I liked that better, the social aspects of it, a lot better. I love science, but then I
could also do the social aspects. And I just loved teaching. And so since science is what
I'm interested in I became a science teacher.
At the time of this study, Elaine had not returned to her teaching position at MLK but had
become an adjunct faculty member at a community college.
Research Question 1 – What are science teachers’ conceptions of diversity?
Three categories, which were preset by the researcher, were used to organize the data for
Research Question 1. The categories for the first research question are defining diversity,
teaching philosophy, and multicultural discourse. These three categories represent an initial
coding strategy of the interview transcripts. From readings of the interview transcripts, themes or
the key ideas expressed in the participants’ conversations emerged. Excerpts from the interview
transcripts reflect the themes that emerged and will be used to help provide in-depth
understanding of the categories and aligned findings for each of the research questions.
Defining diversity
Defining diversity refers to the combined characteristics that distinguish and connect
individuals and groups. The category is examined in greater detail using the following themes:
individual differences, categorical attributes, and pedagogical considerations.
Individual differences
Individual differences refers to how the participants think about how students differ or
the variations from one student to another on any number of characteristics, for example, in
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backgrounds, culture, ethnicity, interests, languages, and learning styles. Participants talked
about students’ individual differences when describing their conceptions of diversity. In the
following excerpt, Monica discussed individual differences among students as any quality such
as race and socioeconomic status that distinguishes one student from another student.
Diversity is really just being different. It's anything that would make you different from
something, that's what I see it – it's your race, your social, economic, your class, just
anything that you can separate yourself from another. – Monica
Similarly, Lisa discussed individual differences among students as socioeconomic status. Her
conceptions of diversity also feature categorical (culture), as well as, pedagogical (ways students
learn) descriptions.
When I hear diversity I guess I – my thing is I think reaching lower socioeconomic,
having different views come in, that there are differences in cultures that we need to look
at, different types of learning. I guess just that we're all unique and different, even as
individuals. – Lisa
Categorical attributes
For the participants, diversity encompasses a myriad of attributes used to describe groups
of students. The excerpt example shows that Stephanie discussed four categorical attributes: race,
religion, age, and background.
I think diversity is a multifaceted word because it's not only different races, it's different
religions, it's different age groups, different backgrounds. And all that is a big topic called
diversity. One thing I found that was kind of astonishing in the '90s is that still women
had to be encouraged differently even to pursue science at all. And so that was – not only
was I trying very hard to engage people that were on the fringes – I also wanted to engage
those women, no matter what color, creed, whatever; I wanted them to be front and
center, and then to have confidence in their abilities. – Stephanie
Central to Kelly’s consideration of categorical attributes was the cultural context and racial
diversity of the student population. She described diversity as,
It means that diversity can be anything that strays from what the mainstream of the
school is, if we're talking about diversity in the school. – Kelly
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Two different student populations represent Kelly’s categorical distinctions. According to Kelly,
one group is white and middle-class and the other group is comprised of those students that are
not white and middle-class. She summarized the two main dimensions as,
So if you take [this town], [this school] is primarily a white, middle-class school. So
anything that varies from that would be diversity. – Kelly
Nancy presented a different description of categorical attributes than discussed by Stephanie and
Kelly. She debated aloud if she could fully embrace distinguishing groups of students by
descriptions such as culture. This excerpt is an example of her discourse on categorical attributes,
I am saying, "I'm just one of these people that I just don't like generalizing a whole
culture." I know there are patterns, but for every culture and for every cultural norm that
you come up with there are exceptions. So I do kind of tend to lean more towards if we
meet a kid where they are and grow them from there then – not that I ignore culture or
ignore a person's historical race identity or whatever, but we've just become such an
American culture that is – it's all interconnected anyway; you've got all kinds of people
marrying other people that we're creating all these new levels. So then you can't really
define what the culture is. I think by being able to appreciate the home life, the
background, the kid and where they are then I think an individual learning preference, as
well as appreciating and attempting to understand where they kid is and where they come
from. – Nancy
Besides describing individual differences and categorical attributes, participants discussed
pedagogical considerations of defining diversity.
Pedagogical considerations
Pedagogical considerations refers to the perspectives held by the participants that
teaching strategies are relative to student differences, in particular the ways in which the nature
of the curriculum and instruction contribute to students’ meaning making and learning. Elaine
stated how pedagogical considerations emerged from the differing experiences she had with her
students. She commented,
The definition of diversity would be having a variety of topics and subjects that were
interesting to the students. Like for example when we studied genetics I tried to search
online, since my classes were 98% African-American I tried to find videos that had
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African-Americans in them. And I really found that it made a difference. Like if we
watched a genetic video and it was about a genetic disorder that mainly affected
Caucasians they were just like whatever, but if it was actually affect African-American
students they would be interested in it. Sometimes I had to have them help me, "What are
you interested in?" talking about topics. – Elaine
Lisa also noted,
I think it was getting them to do things like doing some labs and some hands-on stuff, and
connecting it to the real world. There was a student who came into class saying, "I hate
science; I'll never enjoy science." And at the end of the semester he had said, "You know,
this was one of my favorite classes at the end because you showed me that science is not
about just sitting here; it's about getting up and doing some stuff. And it does relate to
my life; we do need to kind of know a virus is this and a bacterium is that." I think it was
the real-life experiences he liked that I brought in some good things that he could relate
to. – Lisa
Teaching Philosophy
The participants tied conceptions of diversity to their personal teaching philosophies. In
Chapter One, teaching philosophy was defined as “assumptions, attitudes, beliefs, and practices”
(Cochran-Smith, 2000, p. 83). In the following section, the findings for teaching philosophy are
examined in greater detail using four themes. The themes are: 1) desire to teach; 2) supportive
atmosphere; 3) social awareness; and 4) making a difference.
Desire to teach
The desire to teach theme was related to why the participants are teachers. Teachers can
be passionate about their strong desire to give back, preparing and mentoring students and
fulfillment by their own lifelong learning and helping students to grasp concepts and complex
ideas. Elaine stated a teaching philosophy that created the potential for a more engaging learning
climate. She focused her philosophy to teaching on increased student participation and nurtured
inquiry learning.
I think the best thing that I did – and I did it in all my classes, was that I planted peas in a
cup and we watched them grow. And I would say that was a really big thing. I tried to do
a lab activity every single day and that was always something – like I had a student that
had turned nothing in for an entire semester, I mean for the first two weeks. And then we
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had a microscope out and he was like, "Can I look at the microscope?" And I’m like,
"Absolutely." And then he did those, but he still didn't do any of his other work. But I'm
like he still got something out of being in class, which is what was important. – Elaine
Lisa’s love of teaching and learning motivated her attempts to foster her students’ love of
learning and science.
I think I really liked science from the beginning and I wanted to – my love of learning for
that science, I wanted to share with students. I just enjoyed it and I wanted our society to
be a little bit more literate in science and I wanted to give the students experiences in
science that I never had when I was in high school. I think it was getting them to do
things like doing some labs and some hands-on stuff, and connecting it to the real world
because I think they had no idea that what we were doing was learning and that it was
going to apply to them later on. I really think I connected it to their real life and it made
them more interested or more motivated to learn. – Lisa
The excerpt examples reflected participants’ desire to help students realize their own potential
through the learning and modeling inside the classroom. Further, participants acknowledged and
were sensitive to the role of teacher attitudes and expectations in teaching and learning.
Supportive atmosphere
The participants expressed a commitment to the creation of a supportive classroom
environment in which their students had the opportunity to learn and grow. Encouragement and
mentoring were essential to Kelly’s teaching philosophy. In addition, the interactions she had
with students emphasized to her the importance of developing a supportive atmosphere for
students’ educational experiences.
Anytime you can make a kid feel like they've been a success in something where they
thought that it was going to be a disaster and they are successful – truly successful. I
don't mean like you helped them to the point where they had success but where you
facilitate a little and they brought themselves along a lot; that, to me is big success. –
Kelly
Components of a supportive classroom atmosphere are the attitudes and expectations of teachers.
Stephanie’s philosophy about teaching emphasizes the importance of encouragement and
mentoring of students through her positive attitudes and high expectations.
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So I was determined that everybody was on the same footing, I was just going to start out
and I was just taking it for granted that they could learn. So I treated everybody the same
– I didn't treat Little Johnny like he was mentally retarded. So when he sat in the back of
the class in the corner I'd say, "Come up here; this is your seat on the front row." And I
wouldn't let them sink into their stereotypes because I just assumed I could teach
anybody. – Stephanie
Social awareness
Social awareness refers to ways in which contextual influences including institutional
context and learning environment influence teaching and learning according to the participants.
Nancy expressed a teaching philosophy that addressed learning the cultures of her students,
taking into account the social and contextual factors impacting each child’s learning and
achievement.
I've always prided myself on building relationships and so I knew that I had to connect
with the kids – I just didn't know how because I came from such a different cultural
world than they had. So I had to learn the culture and where my kids were, and then I had
to try and help them see connections to science. – Nancy
Additional examples from the interview transcripts of the influence of sociocultural contexts
were elaborated by Monica.
For my students, the challenges that we see is students not having a permanent home to
sleep in; they're moving all the time. We have the challenge where they're getting abused
at home. Some of the students are not even on their correct reading level, like they're just
that far behind on their reading level. We have students that are homeless, sometime, that
what do we do when we ask you to bring your stuff everyday and you don't even know
where you're going to stay? I don't even know if I would come to school for the things
they have to deal with. Some of them are the parents to their younger siblings because
parents have to work, or they're single parent homes, their parent is incarcerated; the
other one drugs; we seen a parent come in and I mean you just see the signs: they're
scratching and all that stuff, that they're on drugs. So I mean it's just so many factors. So
many. Since I know these challenges I just buy the material and just have it available for
them. I give them pencils, I give them paper, binders – if I want a binder with dividers
and they say they don't have it I give it to them. There is no point of fighting something
that you know that you can't win. Just so a student won't fall behind or feel as they they're
being singled out by things that they can't receive; you just give it to them. So that way I
can continue teaching the way I would like to teach and the way I would like them to
learn, and so we won't hold back our learning just because we don't have poster board for
this or we don't have construction paper or a pencil; things like that. – Monica
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The participants’ discourse shows that making a difference is another theme expressed in their
discussions about teaching philosophy. Both social awareness and making a difference are not
neutral and apolitical and speak to interactions between teachers and students, and other
sociocultural factors influencing teaching and learning. The participants’ teaching philosophies
are bound up with social awareness and making a difference and these themes reflect educational
goals, and learning perspectives for personal and academic growth.
Making a difference
With making a difference, participants’ philosophies of teaching were not only supportive
but also were meant to build a personal context – all those attitudes and aims that expressed the
individual student’s relationship with self and as learners of science. With Monica’s philosophy,
the ideas about teaching and learning science were broadened to play a critical role in students’
general beliefs about themselves. She expressed that all students need to have a strong sense of
self worth and the inspiration and hope to work towards the skills necessary for life. It was her
hope that she inspired her students.
Once I got in college and started taking some of the educational courses they allowed me
to know that this was the right place for me because there are many books and so much
research that says African-Americans or any type of other group that's not Caucasian are
doing really bad academically. So I feel as though African-American students need to see
African-American professionals. And you know I've always had support from my family
at doing things that I wanted to do; my mom always motivated me to go over and beyond.
And so just with her teaching me that type of attitude, that's what I did. So I think just me
realizing that students just need patience to succeed in the class, and sometimes they don't
know how to ask for help when they need help. I try to teach them self-responsibility. So
I try to get them to realize that you have to want this for yourself, not your parents, not
your teachers, not any other outside person. That's the only way you can be successful.
So me being patient with them, it works a lot because it shows that, "Okay, I’m going to
stick with you. You're not just going to think that you're going to act crazy or blow me off
and I'm just going to run away. No, I'm going to be right there."– Monica
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Stephanie’s philosophy developed from her personal belief system, which directed her work
among her students.
"What would Jesus do?" I'm a Christian and I really believe you need to live what you
say you believe and I didn't want anybody to be off limits, I didn't want to exclude
anybody. I wanted to draw them in, I wanted to do what I thought was the right thing,
and I have a very keen sense of right and wrong.
Multicultural Discourse
For the teacher participants’ conceptualizations of diversity to be understood, part of this
means examining the participants’ discourse on multiculturalism. The participants’ discourse on
multiculturalism provides a variety of perspectives on their conceptualizations of diversity. The
following themes emerged from their discourse: 1) social justice, 2) reflective practice, and 3)
valuing students.
Social justice
A critical element of the participants’ multicultural discourse was social justice. Social
justice is a philosophy conceptualizing teaching and learning for full participation of all students
and applies teaching in the classroom to activism. For Stephanie, transforming social justice to
teaching practice was a core idea of her discourse on multiculturalism, as revealed by the
following excerpt,
And some of the teachers, I thought they were prejudiced, actually. But that didn't bother
me. I thought, "It's about time. It's about time that we let everybody have the same
chance." – Stephanie
Nancy mentions respect in her multicultural discourse, and how respect is important to
establishing social justice.
I think number one is respect – that's huge. I know for example I had a young man who
was very – well everybody knew he was a homosexual. And one of the terms – you
know, that kids say all the time is, "Oh my gosh, that's so gay." Well that offended him.
And we really had to address that. So I think going into it, if you can explain to students,
no matter what their level of, "We're here to work together to get to this end, whatever
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your goal is for that class, and along the way we have to be respectful of each other and
of each other's feelings. We have to be trustful, we have to be honest." It would have
been, I think, a very different ending if he didn't say, "Hearing those kids say that," and I
thought, "You know what? I never even thought about it," because that's not part of my
culture. But building that trust with the student and knowing that that kid can honestly
come up and say something to me like that, like, "Can we address this?" then I am able to
address that so that we can be respectful of each other. So I think the honest, trust and
respect are the three big key ideas that I would make sure that we had when defining our
cultural population.
As this excerpt shows the complexity of the participants’ discourse on multiculturalism, the
theme of reflective practice, shows that the participants reflected on their multicultural thinking
through interactions with others.
Reflective practice
Reflective practice is thinking about what the participants do and how and why they do it.
Also, how well it is working, and does it apply to teaching diverse learners. Nancy pointed to her
intern’s experience teaching diverse learners. The intern struggled with the concept of
multiculturalism as a framework for her own teaching. In reflective practice, Nancy related her
philosophy of multiculturalism to teaching practice.
An intern that we had at our school said to me one day, "Those students just didn't react
to me very well because I don't act black." And that was her exact statement to me. And
I looked at her and I said, "What?" She said, "Well you know I'm black but I don't act
black." And I said, "Do me a favor, can you act purple?" And she went, "What?" "Well
that's just – why would you act purple; that's just a color?" And I said, "Exactly; that's
what you're telling me." – Nancy
To encourage reflective practice, Elaine offered the following:
I think the biggest thing is to make sure that teachers are being placed in environments
that are not just rigidly the same as their background. And it doesn't necessarily have to
be by ethnicity but it's like I think it would be good to go out to a rural school if you grew
up in the city, or if you grew up in a rural area to go into a city school, to just experience
something completely different in students that are different from you that could give you
that perspective. – Elaine
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For the participants, discourse on multiculturalism required thoughtful reflection. Another theme
in the multicultural discourse of the participants is the importance of knowing students and their
learning interests and needs.
Valuing students
A key aspect of their multicultural discourse is that teaching and learning should be
relevant to the lives of students and should reflect their ways of learning as well as their
sociocultural backgrounds. Lisa described her understanding of multiculturalism as the use of
teaching practices with the goals of motivating student interest in science and engaging student
participation through their learning styles.
I think it means that you search out techniques on how to reach different types of
learners, or you come up with different ideas or to reach and to motivate the students and
to reach and make the science education something they do want to wonder about, that
they are motivate about, that they're motivated to learn it. I believe in general just to
make them kind of lifelong learners, to make them want to learn and want to have an
education, 'cause I don't think that they see that a lot, or my idea. Some cultures, maybe,
or some students aren't used to valuing education. – Lisa
Nancy also commented,
I know that people say, "Oh, we've got to teach to the norm," and my question always is,
"Who is Norm?" I mean who we define as this? I think America has prided itself on
being the melting pot for a very huge reason, and I feel like sometimes we try and
standardize so much of it in our education to say, "Well I'm teaching this and I'll throw in
a few African-Americans" during Black History month, "and then I'm going to call
myself a multicultural teacher." But that's not really the case. There are challenges with
women in science, there are challenges with other cultures – all cultures being engaged in
science. And I think sometimes science is such a weird thing because people are like,
"Oh, you're smart." That's why you're in science, and if you're not smart you go to
another subject. I'm like, "It's not the case; anybody can succeed at this if you put your
heart and mind to it." – Nancy
Valuing students grounded the participants’ discourse on multiculturalism. For Monica,
Stephanie, and Elaine expressed the importance of knowing, teaching, and engaging every
student and creating a learning environment encouraging student participation.
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Multicultural education I feel as though what they're trying to do is have facts or subjects
that will reach all cultures, make sure that you learn about all types of cultures, and at the
same time find teacher strategies that will reach all type of cultures. - Monica
I just think that's teaching everybody; that's multicultural because you're going to have
people from different backgrounds, different learning abilities, different learning styles –
there's just so many different things that add into that. And yes, you do have to
appreciate culture, and I think anybody that says culture isn't a factor in group dynamics
and whatever, I think they're crazy because it definitely is and I always tried to bring
culture into whatever it was we were studying. – Stephanie
Multicultural education would be topics and role models that are reflective of the
student's ethnicity and background, along with different ethnicities and backgrounds. One
big thing for me was one of my first semesters went on a – when I was pre- being an
intern, so the semester before I went on a field trip and we went to the Smokies. And at
the beginning they had this little video of people who visit the Smoky Mountains. And in
that entire video – and I had – we had 100 African-American students – there was not a
single African-American in the entire video. And it was like I had never thought of
anything like that before, that it was weird that they had every other group represented
because I guess they were trying to be – they had like Asian families and Caucasian
families and disabled, and I thought that was very strange. And I remember thinking, "I
wonder how they feel, like this is a welcome video, but there wasn't a single person in the
video." But also my education at UT because the lead instructor was really – that was one
of the reasons that she – it was really important to her and that's why she wanted to place
student teachers in different – in the inner city – or, I guess that's what they call it, but the
inner city schools. So that was part of it. – Elaine
Kelly was aware that not all classroom environments are inviting, reflective, and actively engage
all students.
I think about kids that are not brought up in this community that come in from
somewhere else – from the culture of a different place. I know people define that in terms
of ethnicity more than anything but I'm just thinking our kids, whether they're white or
they're black, or even if they were – I don't know, Hawaiian or they came in from – if
they grew up in this area, they'd know. I mean they hear their teachers, they hear the – it
may not be their family but the culture of the school – they know the culture of the
school. – Kelly
Kelly found her conceptualization of multiculturalism and science education shaped by life
experiences that offered limited opportunities for her to observe and discuss multiculturalism
from multiple perspectives.
I think it just might be high school. I don't know. That's hard for me to say – I'm white,
you know what I mean? So my experience has always been as a white woman walking
around in a very white world, walking around Foothills High School. I don't see our kids
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of different ethnicities having too many problems but they do clump up together some. –
Kelly
The second research question and findings will be examined in the next section.
Research Question 2 – How do science teachers describe their knowledge of teaching
diverse learners and sources that guide their understanding?
The categories for Research Question 2 are 1) inservice and professional development, 2)
classroom experiences, and 3) science education literature and strategies. These categories,
which were preset by the researcher, were used to organize the data for Research Question 2. The
three categories represent an initial coding strategy of the interview transcripts. From readings of
the interview transcripts, themes or the key ideas expressed in the participants’ conversations
emerged. Inservice and professional development is the first category to be presented.
Inservice and professional development
Inservice and professional development refers to activities to enhance skills and
knowledge. Three themes emerged from the data related to inservice and professional
development, including 1) extracurricular scholarship; 2) teaching-related knowledge; and 3)
high school and college experiences.
Extracurricular scholarship
The participants’ knowledge of teaching diverse learners and sources that guide their
understanding is a complex process that encompassed forms of learning that were not formally
included in the professional development opportunities offered by their school or school system.
Participants shared that networking with other teachers and development-while-teaching
(inservice) were utilized professional development opportunities. Specific examples of the
participants’ extracurricular scholarship were participation in Project Success, completing the
application process for national board certification, and attendance at professional meetings and
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conventions. For example, Elaine’s professional development primarily consisted of training
through Project Success.
Well we went through a lot of seminars at AE, where we had this whole Project Success
that came in and talked about diversity and learning, which included all types of teaching
styles – I mean learning styles and things like that. – Elaine
She and her teaching colleagues participated in Project Success, because
I would say it's because our school population was African-American and at least half the
teaching staff wasn't African-American. So that would be why it was chosen. And it was
an inner city school, so a lot of times they were intermixed. – Elaine
Nancy expressed that a number of factors shaped her knowledge of teaching diverse learners.
One of these factors she shared was her national board certification application process was a
key factor shaping her understanding and perspectives on teaching and learning.
I'd gone through the national board certification process and I'm a nationally boardcertified teacher. – Nancy
Further, Nancy found that networking with other colleagues including teachers and graduate
school peers and mentors was an essential part of her professional development. As she pointed
out,
A lot of the parts that contributed to that were my experiences in the classroom, and
support from my colleagues that I taught with, both at my high school and that I had
made network with throughout the system, and then just really some of the connections
of people that I had met along my path of going back and getting an urban specialist
degree and going back and getting my Master's through the university and just I guess
really having some people believe in me and push me to new level. – Nancy
Stephanie indicates that there is a great deal to learn at professional meetings and conventions.
She found that professional meetings and conventions enhance reflection on teaching practices
and methods, and allow her opportunities to participate in professional discourse with a
community of science educators.
The reason I like to go to those conventions is because – it could be statewide or even
region wide -- but just to get a bunch of people in a room and talk about different students
you had and what worked with them. I would take copious notes; I would write down
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everything. And I would go back and deliberately try it. And going to these conferences,
like NABT or NSTA – hey, I would always go to one of those every year because I got so
many ideas from other teachers in different parts of the U.S. – Stephanie
Another theme of inservice and professional development is teaching-related knowledge.
Teaching-related knowledge
Teaching-related knowledge includes professional insights that are relevant to the
teachers’ professional development. Monica’s observation was that her interactions with her
students helped develop her professional knowledge. She expressed that feedback with her
students is needed in order to embrace challenges and opportunities of teaching across student
diversity.
I asked them what they want to do in class; I actually just ask them why, "Okay, so what
am I doing wrong? Somehow my Master's degree did not help me figure out how to
teach you. So let me know." And I always tell my students – I ask them like, "Did you
like this way of taking notes? Is there another way that we've taken notes before that
would help you better?" So it's all about the students' input. And all of the students learn
in so many different ways. So their input I make sure I teach the same content in
different ways to make sure I hit everybody the way they learn. It is. And they will speak
up, like if you ask them they will speak up. Sometimes teachers are so stuck in their
ways, and especially if they teach for a long time – and I just hope I'm not this way, just,
"I got this plan, this this this and that; I'm going to do it this way," that they don't want to
hear how the students learn. And you know, every day things are different. Now, you
know, you got to put in blogging and on the internet, you know, just stuff that they do
every single day, the way they text; you just got to relate to them. So just keep updating
their strategies and making sure you connecting to the students. – Monica
Participants voiced concern about how current inservice and professional development related to
national and local curriculum and instruction regulations and educational outcomes. For Kelly,
curriculum and policy regulation were important characteristics, albeit negative, contributing to
her professional development.
It's just changing; I can't say it's been a positive change at all. It sounds like it should be
a positive change. If you look at it on paper, theoretically it looks positive, it looks good.
It's kind of like the whole No Child Left Behind: of course, no child left behind – who
doesn't want that? But the fact is when you step into an actual working classroom with
the kids that are in there, you can only, as a teacher, work with what you've got. So
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changing the standards, what it did – and I think I could speak for all my colleagues on
this in my department and say that what it did was it made us focus more on the standards
and we have had to be get away from some of the other things that we did in biology that
really made that class cool. – Kelly
Kelly added,
Back when I first started teaching, too, we had lots of professional development, and our
school system paid for us to be able to go to NABT or to NSTA and that – we were using
Eisenhower grants at that time to do that – so I guess it wasn't the school system, it was
Eisenhower grants that would pay for our flight and pick up our hotel room, and there's
none of that money available to us now. So what we see in terms of science, the
professional development is that very few of us get any. – Kelly
Stephanie found funding, curriculum standards, and policy regulation affect the ease or difficulty
of the professional development of teachers.
But there was woefully little preparation for teaching any special needs child. But as far
as support: I just really felt like even when I was in college; and I was a later graduate,
since I was older – that they did not do anything to help me teach students of special
needs. Now I had a little better training than some of the others because I worked in a
birth defect center, for a long time, but I felt like somebody needs to come and show me
what I need to do so that I can really reach these people because I want to do the best I
can for them but I don't know that the best is because I've never been taught. And I
would have liked – especially teachers at our school who sit off in their offices and fill
out paperwork and we never saw them. I know they supposedly had a class but I never
saw them in class either. I just felt like they needed to be visible; they needed to be
people to actively work in our classrooms to help us with our students. – Stephanie
The participants discussed experiences in school they related to their professional development
and thought to enhance their skills and knowledge.
High school and college experiences
High school and college experiences were firmly rooted in early ideas about teaching and
learning. A strong element underscoring Lisa’s professional development was both her high
school and college science classes.
So I guess a mixture of my experiences – I was a high school student – my experiences
growing up: I was always outside and liked it. And I think now we've gotten away from
– we're in a little school room, like a little prison and we don’t get out and do things to let
them know that science is about getting out and doing that stuff. I also think that – at the
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University I took all science classes; I really thought that getting those kids out there in
the environment, doing something, got me interested; I'm sure it got other people hooked.
– Lisa
In contrast, Kelly shared that her field experience was disappointing to her. Yet, she was able to
learn from those negative experiences ideas about best (better) teaching practices.
And at the time I took the teacher preparation I did a field experience with somebody – I
had to go do an observation or somebody at a high school in another city and it was
horrible. The teacher I was placed with, the kids slept and she worked at her desk for the
whole class; she did no teaching at all. And I sat in there mortified. – Kelly
Classroom experiences
Classroom experiences relate to developing knowledge of teaching diverse learners and
sources that guide their understanding. The participants’ related knowledge of teaching diverse
learners to classroom experiences, which were sources that contributed to the development of
their understanding of teaching science in multicultural settings. The following excerpts show
what the teachers say about their classroom experiences and how these experiences were
informative in learning how to teach. The participants’ teaching experiences were an ongoing
process of learning that crossed all aspects of teaching and learning. Student engagement and
participation represented a critical theme within the category of classroom experiences.
Student engagement and participation
Student engagement and participation means that teachers engage with students and get
them to participate in activities.
Well once we became a Project Success school we were really – every time we had inservice day we were in some type of learning seminars. And I wouldn't say that they
were directed at multicultural education but there was some aspect of the seminar that
usually addressed that. Most of it was about how to be – to deal with a lot of the social
problems we had at our school, and it would include that, but include some multicultural
education. In some __________, kind of about what's going on in the community and
things like that. – Elaine
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Elaine participated on a school committee reviewing annual yearly report progress data for her
school. She learned,
Well one of the big messages we always got is if the student they found in studies that a
students are engaged in school they're more likely to come to school. So the idea is that
they could get engaged in a band or football or some kind of extracurricular makes them
more attached to the school, therefore it makes them want to come to school more. –
Elaine
Elaine discussed how her work on the school committee shaped her teaching experiences.
If you can find a way to get them engaged in the classroom they're more invested in it. So
– like I had a bathroom manager who basically signed people in and out and they took
their job pretty serious. So it was sort of something I didn't have to deal with and that it
also made them feel like they were part of the classroom, which is the idea behind it. Like
the more that they feel engaged the more that they'll come to school and things like that.
And then getting the community engaged; they had community forums where people
could come and talk and we went out into the community. What we did – and I did it
every single time – at the beginning of the school year, for all the freshman, we visited
their home on a Saturday and it was called "In the Community." – Elaine
Lisa found that instructional flexibility was essential to increasing student engagement and
fostering positive attitudes toward science. For her,
It was frustrating. I would try to engage all my students, like I would try to start a
relationship with them, so when they were just sitting there not doing anything I'd walk
up to them and say, "You know what? You're not participating in this activity; how do
you think we could do it different?" And they would – I know I had one student you
said, "Why don't you let me make a rap song, or just let me make up a song?" So he got
his choice of making up his song to mitosis. And another student wanted to draw, for me,
phases of mitosis or do a cell project; she was more artsy. I think when I started a good
relationship with my students at the beginning, like knowing what they like to do and the
ones that were antischool I try to kind of tap into what they would like, like whether they
were more artistic, whether they were more musical, whether they were more jump
around, where they stood up and they had to act it out. – Lisa
Nancy found that learning about her students’ home culture and making connections between
science and their daily life experiences was essential for student engagement in science.
When I came back and started my teaching career I ended up at a high school, which at
the time had five project areas that fed into it and had a couple of group homes that fed
into it. It was a completely different culture than what I was used to. So that became a lot
of my growth that first year was figuring out ways in which – How can I connect this to
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your world, or show you ways in which this impacts your life? So for me it was first
learning about their world and culture. I don't understand what it is to be taken as a ward
of the state and live in a group home; I don't understand that. I've never had to deal with
it, thank goodness, but when you're trying to figure out or you're living in lower poverty
and you have to figure out where you're next meal is coming from, that I didn't get either.
So I had to learn the culture and where my kids were, and then I had to try and help them
see connections to science. – Nancy
For example, Monica relayed a story of patience and communicating with students. She shared in
greater detail, the following narrative:
I had a student and he just would not do work. So what I ended up doing every quiz or
every assignment I would just sit right there beside him and just wait on him to do
anything: to ask me a question, to do something. And one day he did: he asked me a
question and I show him step-by-step how to do it. And some students just need that extra
attention because they feel as though they can just slide under the radar and I make sure I
call all my students and when I notice there's some of them a little off track I start getting
on them, calling them. I feel as though the students have become accustomed to telling a
teacher, "I don't have that answer," and the teacher like, "Okay, I'll move on to the next
student," and don't wait for the answer. I'll wait. I'll let them take out their notebook,
look through they notebooks and find the answer, but I'll wait for a mere answer and they
know I will wait, so they just go ahead and do it, don't even fuss and argue with me. So
it's just all about the patience with the student because once you let them get away with,
"This is going to always be the answer: 'I didn't get that; I didn't get that.'" – Monica
In consideration of curriculum influences, Kelly found the No Child Left Behind policy a barrier
to effective teaching and negatively impacted her teaching experiences.
If you look at it on paper, theoretically it looks positive, it looks good. It's kind of like
the whole No Child Left Behind: of course, no child left behind – who doesn't want that?
But the fact is when you step into an actual working classroom with the kids that are in
there, you can only, as a teacher, work with what you've got. So changing the standards,
what it did – and I think I could speak for all my colleagues on this in my department -was it made us focus more on the standards and we have had to get away from some of
the other things that we did in biology that really made that class cool. – Kelly
Stephanie has learned from her teaching experiences to value each of her students and that every
child should have good instruction regardless of their ability level.
But one of the things I made it a point to do when I taught biology is even if they're not
the cream of the crop, they need to learn too. And I taught some of the kids that other
teachers said, "Well I wouldn't teach that kind of kid for anything in the world." And I
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thought, "Well, kids are kids." So some of my greatest successes were the ones that
everyone had written off as being dumber 'n heck, you know. – Stephanie
Science education literature and strategies
The final section focused on the ways the participants perceived science literature to
contribute to their professional knowledge and supported their work in teaching science. The
participants’ conceptualization of science education literature and strategies included the
following themes: 1) coursework and preparation and 2) intellectual interest.
Coursework and preparation
When discussing science literature, Lisa recalled little specific guidance from literature
facilitating her professional development. Although exposed to science education literature, Lisa
had limited recollection of what they were or how they related to multicultural education for
science.
This last year I did not have any experiences in that. I think just from my own, I just –
for my own experience I'm like – I guess this whole multicultural thing is just new to me
so I haven't explored any books that I can think of over the top of my head. When I was
in science education at the University we did read a lot of books but I can't remember
offhand what they were, and I think maybe one book was on multicultural education
science and right now I just cannot think of it. – Lisa
In the transition from preservice to inservice, Lisa recalled less exposure to central concepts and
theories and education phenomena through reading research articles, curricular articles and
literature reviews. Some participants positioned themselves to learn through post-baccalaureate
studies. Nancy described a special program at the university with emphasis on urban education
and the value of going back to apply her graduate work to her classroom teaching and to
motivate and challenge her students.
During urban specialist time, for example, we were challenged with ways in which we
challenged with our thinking patterns, the way in which we presented material in order to
go back and work on our classroom, and just challenging us to push to new limits for our
kids but to think about it in new ways because I think sometimes teachers get in and teach
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the way that we learned best and not necessarily the way that all students learn best. –
Nancy
Preparing for the national board was part of Nancy’s inservice development. She gives really
strong credit to her national board preparation and the reflection and diverse ways of teaching for
different student performance that she learned. Nancy saw it as a major contribution to her
growth as a teacher and the ways it contributed to successful student learning.
So doing that helped me, but really with national board, that was huge because we really
had to take and there were different components to it and one of the components was we
took two students: a higher-performing student and an average to low-performing
student and we literally had to showcase how the different ways in which we taught
impacted growth in this child, and to really take the time to sit down and type out 25 to
30 pages of reflective thinking. You know, as a school teacher you don't typically have
that time to do it and I really had that time to sit down and look at it and I was amazing at
how much growth that my students had had in terms of successes and they all didn't learn
the same way. So that just really went back and validated by I used a variety of different
teaching styles. – Nancy
Monica’s perspective on science education literature was that she better understood the influence
of role models and her sense of validation about the role she could play with her students.
Once I got in college and started taking some of the educational courses they allowed me
to know that this was the right place for me because it's so many books and so many
researchers say that African-Americans or any type of other group that's not Caucasian
are doing really badly academically. So I feel as though African-American students need
to see African-American professionals. – Monica
Stephanie learned from the negative models of teaching, which she described as an interruption
in her learning. She felt that some of her own teaching and learning experiences were not valued.
Well this one particular teacher I'm thinking about, he taught a course – I think it was
about the history of education – it was a general type. But he was not very hospitable at
all, and just made me think, "I wish I had time to go to the library during this time and do
my own research and not have to listen to him." – Stephanie
Stephanie’s perspective about her own educational studies and preparation was expressed as
contradictory comments and ambivalence.
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And then there was another class I thought was kind of worthless, but in general I thought
the courses were okay. I thought that they made you think, I learned a lot about the
different philosophies of people in the past, plus philosophies of the people that were
actually teaching me. And I was not at all disappointed in the education that I got from
[the University]. – Stephanie
However, Stephanie and other participants positioned themselves to continue their education
scholarship through professional conferences and workshops. Stephanie focused on conferences
as a primary source of her science literature knowledge and perspectives on science education.
And going to these conferences, like NABT or NSTA – hey, I would always go to one of
those every year because I got so many ideas from other teachers in different parts of the
U.S. – Stephanie
Intellectual interest
Intellectual interest was characterized by the participants’ academic interest in science
and their desire to foster student literacy and participation for its own sake. Kelly incorporated
information on the participation of diverse groups of students in science as part of her
understanding of science education literature. She shared that she was perplexed by the statistics
of historically underrepresented groups in the science pipeline and how this information
influenced her teaching. Data coming out of the literature verified to her the power of role
models within the field of science to represent the success of the field for diversity. For example,
she stated,
I just think it's weird that they’re not already in the pipeline, but I guess numbers and data
show that they're not. I don't know what's going on. Even when I was a kid, I never
thought that I couldn't be a doctor, and that was back in the '70s when I was a kid, or in
the '80s. I just think in a way kids need to see women that are out there – do you know
Neil deGrasse Tyson, who he is? He's black, he's an astrophysicist, he's like the Albert
Einstein of the astrophysics world right now. They just need to see people of their own
type doing it. They need to go to female doctors, they need to hear black astrophysicists
and see Hispanic astronauts. That's probably, to me, the thing that speaks the loudest is
to see something that's really like them that's doing it. But it never hurts to have teachers
that are in the classroom, encouraging kids outside of our – but it's so strange 'cause some
of our best students are girls, some of our best physics kids are female. – Kelly
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Kelly pointed out the contradictions and ironies of science and science education. Yet a striking
finding from these interviews was Elaine’s extant science education literature. She discussed
science education literature as the knowledge and understanding of promoting scientific literacy
of all her students.
I guess because as more people diversify in science they're realizing that we need a
bigger workforce, some of it, but I think some of it is being brought over from really the
liberal arts more, if you want to know the truth; that would be – I think as our society is
becoming better educated about such issues, science is being influenced. I don't know if
it's coming from within the scientific community I guess is what I'm saying. – Elaine
The next section will address the categories, themes, and findings relevant to Research Question
3.
Research Question 3 – What types of teaching strategies relevant to diversity do science
teachers use?
In the following excerpts, the data for Research Question 3 addresses information
regarding teaching strategies the participants use. Two categories, teacher-student interactions
and curriculum and instruction considerations, were examined.
Teacher-student interactions
The category teacher-student interactions exemplify strategies and practices for working
with and supporting students. The theme is instructional support, which will be discussed in the
following excerpts.
Instructional support
Instructional support refers to participant understandings of interactions that teach,
support, and facilitate student learning and development. Elaine and Lisa attempted to be more
responsive to student needs and interests and to work with the different ways students learn.
Elaine focused on hands-on activities to engage her students in class effectively.
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I think the best thing that I did – and I did it in all my classes, was that I planted peas in a
cup and we watched them grow. And we did it the first day of class. So I had juniors in
high school fighting over who watered these pea plants. So that was one of the biggest
things I tried – most of it is hands-on stuff to get the difficult students involved. And I
would say that was a really big thing. I tried to do a lab activity every single day and that
was always something – like I had a student that had turned nothing in for an entire
semester, I mean for the first two weeks. And then we had a microscope out and he was
like, "Can I look at the microscope?" And I’m like, "Absolutely." And then he did those,
but he still didn't do any of his other work. But I'm like he still got something out of
being in class, which is what was important. – Elaine
Lisa strived to enhance student learning by taking students outside for science learning and to
connect them with real life experiences.
I think it was getting them to do things like doing some labs and some hands-on stuff and
connecting it to the real world because I think they had no idea that what we were doing
was learning and that it was going to apply to them later on, and that they found – I don't
know if I want to say they found that being outside was a good thing because I took them
outside and these were students that weren't used to seeing the outside, so they were, "Oh,
this is fun." I really think I connected it to their real life and it made them more
interested or more motivated to learn it so some – yeah. – Lisa
Nancy offered instruction and support in varied ways:
I've done summarizing and note-taking, I've done compare and contrast; I mean if you
read all about all the Marzano's Big Nine or the Essential Nine, all of those – any shape,
form or fashion that I can have to engage students I do: labs and varying labs from "Here
are the very specific standards," to "Just here is the question and the materials that you
might like on this card over here – create, a lab to figure out this answer," I've done the
complete spectrum because I feel like there's going to be something that's going to
connect to one kid. – Nancy
Supporting student success was for Kelly an important instructional method. She stated,
Anytime you can make a kid feel like they've been a success in something where they
thought that it was going to be a disaster and they are successful – truly successful. I
don't mean like you helped them to the point where they had success but where you
facilitate a little and they brought themselves along a lot; that, to me is big success. –
Kelly
To facilitate student success, Monica focused on encouraging classroom participation. She had
high expectations and communicated with her students that their participation in class was
crucial.
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So me being patient with them, it works a lot because it shows that, "Okay, I’m going to
stick with you. You're not just going to think that you're going to act crazy or blow me
off and I'm just going to run away. No, I'm going to be right there." – Monica
Monica relayed an example of working extensively with a student to encourage his participation
in class and increase his beliefs about his own learning:
I had a student and he just would not do work. I was teaching physical science and that
was math-based science; it was not your usual recall like biology and ecology – your life
sciences. And he just would not do it. So what I ended up doing every quiz or every
assignment I would just sit right there beside him and just wait on him to do anything: to
ask me a question, to do something. And one day he did: he asked me a question and I
showed him step-by-step how to do it. And then he start doing the problems, asking me
for help, and he ended up just start doing work in my class because at one point he wasn't
even doing work in the class. So I think just me realizing that students just need patience
to success in the class, and sometimes they don't know how to ask for help when they
need help. – Monica
Stephanie’s interactions with students were a catalyst for her to improve the instructional support
she offered to them.
But one of the things I made it a point to do when I taught biology is even if they're not
the cream of the crop, they need to learn too. And I taught some of the kids that other
teachers said, "Well I wouldn't teach that kind of kid for anything in the world." And I
thought, "Well, kids are kids." So some of my greatest successes were the ones that
everyone had written off as being dumber 'n heck, you know. – Stephanie
Stephanie added that interest in instructional support came from her desire that all students have
quality instruction and preparation.
I think there are a lot of kids who have been beaten down academically because probably
their teachers before me didn't know how to educate a student that had some challenges.
So I was determined that everybody was on the same footing, I was just going to start out
and I was just taking it for granted that they could learn. So I treated everybody the same
– I didn't treat Little Johnny like he was mentally retarded. So when he sat in the back of
the class in the corner I'd say, "Come up here; this is your seat on the front row." And I
wouldn't let them sink into their stereotypes because I just assumed I could teach
anybody. – Stephanie
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Nancy and Lisa expressed the perspective that respect displayed in teacher-student interactions
promoted instructional support. Nancy embraced a communication style she hoped students
would find in her classroom a more supportive learning environment.
But building that trust with the student and knowing that that kid can honestly come up
and say something to me like that, like, "Can we address this?" then I am able to address
that so that we can be respectful of each other. So I think the honesty, trust, and respect
are the three big key ideas that I would make sure that we had. – Nancy
Similarly, Lisa discussed the following strategy grounded in establishing positive relationships
among teacher and students:
I think when I started a good relationship with my students at the beginning, like knowing
what they like to do and the ones that were antischool, I try to kind of tap into what they
would like, like whether they were more artistic, whether they were more musical,
whether they were more jump around, let's learn things kind of thing because we did the
phases of mitosis in my biology class where they stood up and they had to act it out. –
Lisa
In addition, Nancy spoke to class size as a factor in establishing positive relationships in the
classroom.
Class size is huge. We can always say, "Back in the good old days," I mean I love block
scheduling; I would never go away from it. But when you have a class of 35 kids and
you have them for 90 minutes a day for 180 days, it goes really quick. So when you only
have them for one semester, and 90 minutes a day for that one semester, it flies by. We
used to have them for 180 days at 55 minutes and so you'd see them every day and you
could kind of follow their natural cycle of what the kids were like. So I think that you
can engage kids if you have built a relationship with them. And sometimes it's hard to
make that relationship happen in a 90-minute, 90-day period of time. – Nancy
For Elaine, instructional support was demonstrated by a well-organized and managed classroom.
Elaine found that as she established and maintained a schedule she was better able to engage
students in learning activities and increase their classroom participation:
So I had really high standards and I had a very rigid schedule, which wouldn't work for
every (teacher), but it worked for me. And I found that if I could engage that the first
week it was really helpful for me to maintain – if I could have my classroom management
maintained then I had so much more ability to teach. So I would think that that was
probably the biggest issue was classroom management issues. – Elaine
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Curriculum and instruction considerations
Curriculum and instruction considerations refer to the content and scope of the curricula
and instructional practices. Relevant to this category, four themes emerged, including perceived
characteristics of students; family and community support; daily life and future goals; and
national, state, and local standards.
Perceived characteristics of students
Perceived characteristics are the participants’ perceptions of the characteristics of their
students and antecedent correlates of their perceptions. For example, Elaine’s perceptions of her
students were:
High absenteeism, lack of parental involvement, safety at home, safety getting to school;
those are a lot of the things. – Elaine
Lisa observed that some students held lowered self-efficacy of their participation in school and
less positive attitudes about their academic success.
I would say their attitude towards just school in general. I think when they come in with
a bad or negative attitude it – and I don't know where they get that, whether it's parental
or peer group or where, but they have this wall and they just think, "Okay, I'm not going
to be able to learn this so I'm not even going to try." So I think that the greatest challenge
is getting them – I don't know if it's a self-esteem issue, too; it could be. They come in,
they've had failures in other classes; they failed a lot. So they come in with this negative
attitude, "Why am I even going to try this because I'm going to fail?" So that's the
negative attitude that I've seen. – Lisa
Further, Lisa thought that high student absenteeism may be related to social and behavioral
issues.
From my experience sometimes it would be like suspension – out of school suspensions,
some occasions, because they would get into trouble. Other times – I know I had one
student that she just was sick all the time. And I'd try to call her parents but I couldn't get
anybody there. So she would just say, "Well I was sick that day." I'll bet she missed
almost 30 days the first semester. – Lisa
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Elaine’s idea to address high absenteeism was to develop lessons and activities that encouraged
and maintained student participation in class.
-just a lot of it was maintaining the classroom, but the idea is to get the students engaged.
Like the more that they feel engaged the more that they'll come to school and things like
that. And then getting the community engaged; they had community forums where
people could come and talk and we went out into the community – Elaine
Kelly revealed that the socioeconomic status provided insight into student diversity:
There's no nice variation – it would be much easier to work with if it was nice variation
but it's pretty much extremes. Working with kids that are coming from a low
socioeconomic background, they're just bringing more into school, more issues, less
parental involvement. – Kelly
Kelly’s observation about socioeconomic status as a consideration may be related to family and
community support, which is another theme of curriculum and instruction.
Family and community support
Family and community support refers to the involvement of families and community
members in the child’s education, and familial and community experiences and concerns
affecting students’ school engagement and participation. Lisa discussed the participation of
parents and caregivers and positive peer influence as a factor of positive academic outcomes in
students.
One thing I'm big on is parental involvement. I do think a lot of times I don't get a lot of
parental involvement. It's frustrating to call a parent and their phone's been disconnected,
or they don't return my phone calls. I feel like sometimes those students don't feel like
anybody cares about them. So lack of parental involvement would be the main thing
because they don't have anyone to look up to. It's like they have no role model, and
they're kind of lost. So I would think that's my biggest challenge is getting parents
involved because I think that if they saw parents – and peer groups too are important;
peer groups that were interested in doing school or doing well in school would be a good
thing. – Lisa
Kelly observed that children from single-parent families or families headed by a grandparent
face distinctive school challenges that are associated with family engagement. Kelly describes:
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And I'm talking in terms of generalities here because certainly we've got some kids who
come from poorer homes where the parents are very involved and very much want the
very best for their kids and stay on top of it, and what you see in those homes is
regardless of the fact that it's – if the parents are involved with the kid, the kid has a
pretty high chance of success. But I think what you see a lot are kids that are coming out
of one-parent homes or being raised by grandparents and there's not a lot of parental or
grandparental control or the grandparents don't know quite what to do with the white kids
coming through and those kids struggle academically; and a lot of times they struggle
socially too. – Kelly
Some teachers experienced challenges in their attempts to foster consistent communication with
their students’ families. For example, Monica talked about children who lacked a fixed, regular
residence and experienced frequent mobility or lived in housing where they dealt with abuse.
For my students, the challenges that we see are students not having a permanent home to
sleep in; they're moving all the time. We have the challenge where they're getting abused
at home. Some of the students are not even on their correct reading level, like they're just
that far behind on their reading level. – Monica
Kelly added that students’ cultural background influenced their academic experiences and school
progress. She noted:
With the Hispanic students it seems to vary. With Japanese students it never varied; to
my knowledge I never had a Japanese student that came from a one-parent household,
and the parents are very involved with those kids. I don't know how that works in Japan,
if they’re – I mean I know Japan's a homogenized culture, but I would imagine that the
divorce rate's not quite so high and the – I don't know that people have children that are
not married very often in Japan. – Kelly
Nancy offered that more guidance from teachers can help parents become more involved with
their child’s education and guide their children in experiences contributing to student
achievement.
Some of them, parental support – and I would even try and quote but parental support
was at varying levels on the continuum. And some of that was not because a parent
didn't care; it was because they maybe had to work at night because that was the only
work they could get. So we had to be creative in ways in which I could help connect to
those parents; I couldn’t do a phone call at night to say, "We need to discuss your child,"
because the parent would be at work. So we had to come up with new ways in which for
us to connect, to be able to help the student. – Nancy
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Beyond family and community support, daily life and future goals were another theme of
curriculum and instruction considerations.
Daily life and future goals
The theme daily life and future goals referred to the participants’ perspective that
curriculum and instruction must have meaning in the daily experiences of students in addition to
preparing them for future goals. Engagement, or the perceived lack of it, was a challenge
discussed by the participants’ in their attempts to help students connect the importance of science
literacy to their daily experiences and future goals. Lisa shared the following perceptions:
I could think that they weren't in the mood to be in the classroom anyway; they did not
think that science was important, they didn't value education. I think that they didn't see
that it could be interesting, that they needed to know these things; they just thought it was
a place for them to be babysat. So it was kind of sad. Yeah they just didn't value it or
think it was important. – Lisa
Kelly added that a student may enter class with a certain degree of motivation and direction.
So there's a message, I think, that kids grow up with, that we are, as a family, sending you
on past high school, and so high school is basically a building block to college, not an
end. It seems like so many of our lower socio and economic kids, their parents maybe
did not go to college or don't have much college and they aren't told the reasons why they
should go beyond high school. And it's a message I think that kids get from early on, the
expectation is success in our family means college or success in our family means you
grow up and you just find a job straight out of school and start earning your income then.
– Kelly
Monica offered support to boost or sustain student engagement and to help students better
understand the extent of future academic and professional opportunities.
That's why I pushed them because they would say "I don't want to go to college; I don't
want to do this." And I know out there they always say, "Go to college; go to college."
But if it's not for you, don't waste your time to go to college. Go and find something that's
going to fit what you want to do. – Monica
Elaine cited that the lack of role models and mentors affected student engagement in school and
science learning.
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One of my biggest reasons would be because they didn't – they went through school and
didn't feel like it was something that they saw people doing. So it seems like – if you
didn't know anybody that was an engineer, you didn't know anybody that was a nurse,
you didn't know anybody that was a doctor and you went through school, you might not
think to do those things. So they weren't represented in the beginning, it just kept
continuing to be. – Elaine
Elaine stated, And in the beginning I think those groups were excluded historically. So
once they were included it was – you had to have extraordinary people being willing to
cross the boundaries to be reflective of being in that position. I mean I think that's true
for all students, including like gender. I think that I could have ended up being an
engineer but I didn't know anybody in my life that was an engineer and girls were not
promoted to do something like that. So I can see that in my own life as well.
Participants also discussed national, state, and local standards as considerations of curriculum
and instruction.
National, state, and local standards
National, state, and local standards direct and shape curriculum and instruction. In one
example, Monica described that curriculum and instruction pacing guides offered less autonomy
in teaching and learning.
I do feel pressure with how much they ask us to teach within the standards. As far as me
keeping a pacing guide – most of the time it's better for me to make sure they have a lot
of fun interacting, you know, notes and stuff, so they won't feel as though it's an everyday
thing. I never take notes the same way every day. Sometimes we do feelings, sometimes
you write on pictures; I mean it's just all different. Sometimes you look at the book and
fill in; sometimes you work in a group and get some notes. – Monica
Furthermore, Monica emphasized,
Students who usually do not engage – they have a weakness in the subject. They've had a
weakness before time. So I know when I open my class up, I let them know, "This is a
fresh new start; it's a fresh teacher – try science out again if you've given up on it in the
past." – Monica
Lisa focused her teaching and classroom time on the in-depth discussion of topics rather than
focusing on the number of topics covered.
So in order to slow the curriculum down and do more activities with these students and
get them more involved and more motivated and wanting to learn we – this curriculum
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was stretched out over two semesters. So like the first semester we would slow it down a
pace, do a lot more activities, a lot more labs because these were students who needed to
be – needed slower learning times; they weren't going to get it all in one semester. – Lisa
Nancy decided to continually focus on different methods of facilitating student engagement and
learning.
So when they say "research best practices" and that type of thing, when I have gone to
workshops, I have gone to different things – if you have read about it I have probably
tried it because I will do whatever it takes to get those kids to succeed. – Nancy
Stephanie directed class discussions to the personal interests of each student in her class.
So what I tried to do was find topics that interested these students – this sounds terrible
because I'm not a pervert or anything, but if they were interested in, I'd try to get them
interested in learning about reproduction of all animals because I figured once I had their
interest I could weave in everything else I wanted them to know, if I could just get their
attention. – Stephanie
Kelly addressed the challenges of changes in national, state, and local standards and student
demographics:
There's been so many state changes in the last few years that kind of caught in this
crossroad between our population has changed – so the demographics have changed and
then the state is changing so much of the – just the standards and the testing and the way
that we're supposed to do school has changed that we are presently undergoing the
biggest change of – this is my 14th or 15th year, but this is the biggest change at school
that I have ever experienced. – Kelly
Stephanie recognized that curriculum and instruction did not support the full participation of all
students:
I feel like that must have happened back in grade school, that they just didn't get the
concepts and nobody was willing to spend the extra time with them. And to me that's the
key – it's not necessarily their intelligence, it's just do you have somebody that's willing
to give them the time they need to learn to do this? And a lot of people aren't, and the
school system isn't; they want to get people up and out. – Stephanie
Stephanie expressed, Well it really hurt my heart that I feel like some people don't get the
same chance that everybody else does, and I just want an equal playing field, I want to
see taxes doled out to where everybody gets the same amount of money. I don't want to
go into a school of Magnolia and find out that they don't have the same things they have
at Verde – that's not fair. That's just the way I look at it. I think if you think these kids
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can't learn you're not doing it right because they might not ever get up to the same level
that they do at but they can rise. – Stephanie
Like Stephanie, Elaine observed disconnect in the support received by teachers and students such
as:
But I mean for me personally one of my biggest criticisms of the school system is that
there's such a discourse between the schools in terms of segregation that it's like people
that are teaching in these upper middle class schools are so distant from what's going on,
there's just this – I would think the schools would benefit from everybody doing some
type of things so there would be less – sometimes I feel like decisions that were made
were not reflective of what was going on at our school and what our schooled needed. –
Elaine
The teachers alike discussed factors influencing student engagement. For example, an
observation by Elaine is that engaged students are more likely to perform well
academically. I think the hardest thing was we have a pretty rigid curriculum, especially
for biology. And the hardest thing was just – most of my students that were hard to
engage in science were just hard to engage in school. So I wouldn't say that it was
necessarily science class; we had a lot of students that really had very few credits, and yet
they were being forced to come to school. – Elaine
Nancy asserted that curriculum and instruction must recognize the challenges that some students
experience. She described the following:
I would say first thing is foundation; they did not necessarily have the initial foundation
coming in, in terms of importance of education. Not always, and these are very
generalized statements, but typically. Had a lot of students that might not have had the
resources. When you had some of your upper socioeconomic students, they could get
online and research things on the internet, and some of my lower socioeconomic students
didn't have that as a resource that they could use at home. I mean they could go to the
library and that type of thing but it wasn't as accessible. – Nancy
Nancy observed that it is essential that teachers foster science learning and positively shape
student attitudes.
And as they progress through the education system, I think we lose some of that natural
curiosity by turning to a textbook to be the teacher and not allowing students to be
engaged in their own learning; instead they're reading a book. So foundationally they
come in without the passion for science. And that's not just one group; that can be a lot
of students. – Nancy
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Chapter Four provided the research findings and demonstrated the layers of categories and
themes. In Chapter Five, an analysis of the data is presented along with a discussion of the
implications for teacher preparation, policy, and practice.

Chapter 5: Conclusions, Discussion, and Suggestions for Future Research
Introduction
The current study was conducted in part to learn and glean insights from six science
teachers based on their experiences of working in schools and classrooms with a diverse
population that is often marginalized in the society. More specifically, it was an attempt to garner
their perspectives about conceptions they have of diversity, knowledge they have acquired about
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teaching diverse learners and the sources that inform their understanding, and the types of
teaching strategies they use for reaching and engaging diverse students in the process of learning
science. The expectation was to gain insights from their experiences to deepen the understanding
needed for more effective teaching and learning in a context of shifting demographics and to
contribute to the emerging body of literature on teaching science to diverse learners. Further, it
was an attempt to learn from teachers active in the field and to be more deliberate about
considerations for improving teacher preparation and staff development. New challenges, and
often forgotten opportunities, appear to be central in the current discourse of science education.
This chapter is an effort to share a summary of what has been learned from the voices of
study participants, new issues and questions their voices generate, and implications salient to the
field of science education and the preparation of new science teachers. Therefore, this chapter
begins by discussing the participants’ stories as related to addressing the research questions. The
four assertions stated in the conclusion of Chapter 2 are discussed and integrated in the
discussion of the research findings to abridge the key ideas from the literature review to the
current study’s conceptual framework, and the participants’ stories. The first assertion is that
there are different ways of conceiving and organizing teacher preparation, reflecting views of
teaching and learning to teach and different orientations to the preparation of teachers for diverse
learners. Second, there are tensions in science education regarding scientific epistemological
views, reflecting key differences in core values and worldviews, and essential components for
guiding instructional practices for diverse learners. The third assertion is that there are
disconnects between theory and practice of approaches to prepare teachers for work in urban
contexts and to meet the needs of diverse learners. The fourth assertion is that there are gaps
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organizationally and conceptually between science education and culturally responsive
pedagogy.
Addressing the Research Questions
The participants’ professional and personal stories are central to the perceptions of their
work, and provide insight into the three research questions. Key to their stories is the following
understandings: Their stories involve a desire to teach; that is supportive and attempts to make a
difference, including social justice; and that teaching is a value relationship with students. They
tell stories that teaching is dynamic as they respond to pedagogical considerations of the
knowledge and skills essential to encourage student interests in science and meet student needs.
The participants tell stories that teaching is a reflective practice; therefore, their teaching is a
process of learning, rethinking and reviewing curriculum and instruction to encourage student
engagement, participation, and efficacy.
In Chapter 2, four traditions (academic, social efficiency, developmentalist, and social
reconstructionist) of teacher preparation were discussed (Zeichner, 1993). Each tradition
represents different ways of conceiving and organizing teacher preparation and reflects views of
teaching and learning to teach. The participants expressed beliefs that learning to teach is a
lifelong process and practic to find creative ways to help students grasp concepts and complex
ideas. It follows that for the participants’ teaching is a matter of creating a supportive classroom
environment conducive to student learning in which their students have the opportunity to grow.
With this knowledge the participants described selecting materials and activities to respond to
sociocultural factors including institutional context and learning environment that influence
teaching and student learning. The participants emphasized making a difference such that
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teaching and learning is derived from students’ personal context – all those attitudes and aims
that expressed the individual student’s relationship with self and as learners of science.
The findings of this current study demonstrate that the participants’ knowledge of
teaching and learning to teach is a complex culture and history that encompassed different forms
of learning. Participants shared that networking with other teachers and development-whileteaching and inservice were strategies they utilized as professional development opportunities.
Specific examples of the participants’ extracurricular scholarship were participation in Project
Success, completing the application process for national board certification, and attendance at
professional meetings and conventions. Also, teaching-related knowledge includes professional
insights developed from their interactions, challenges and opportunities, with their students.
Further, experiences in high school and college science and science education classes were
firmly rooted in their early teacher development and strong factors underscoring their teaching
and learning.
The participants’ learning is active rather than passive and each participant constructs
understandings in response to environmental influences, which emphasizes perspectives of
philosophical and sociological constructivism. In recognition of the bioecological model, the
participants’ teaching and learning develop and are shaped through multiple contexts including
cultural, historical, and institutional. Teaching and learning is influenced by characteristics of the
context such as teacher preparation, and school demographics. Further, individuals, for example,
students, teaching colleagues, and mentors impact the participants’ teaching and learning.
Consciously or unconsciously, they construct their own meaning from these interactions and
experiences, which shape their worldview and contribute to and guide their values and beliefs
about teaching.
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When the participants discuss their learning experiences, they discuss a range of contexts
including networking with other teachers (teaching colleagues and graduate school peers and
mentors), Project Success, application for national board certification, and professional meetings
and conventions. The participants’ learning experiences involve a complexity of processes. They
involve both observation and practice through classroom experiences. Through their
observations and experiences, these educators described learning as they monitor and adjust
curriculum and instruction for national and local regulations and outcomes. Since the participants
had acknowledged that developing relationships with their students is a big part of teaching, they
discussed that their learning experiences involved interacting with students.
A second assertion is that there are tensions in science education regarding scientific
epistemological views, reflecting key differences in core values and worldview, and essential
components for guiding instructional practices for diverse learners. Underpinning and embedded
fundamentally in the participants’ core values and worldview is their multicultural discourse. A
key aspect of the participants’ multicultural discourse is that teaching and learning should be
relevant to the lives of students and should reflect their ways of learning as well as their
sociocultural backgrounds. Specifically, in their discourse the following themes emerged: social
justice, reflective practice, and valuing students. Social justice conceptualizes teaching and
learning for full participation of all students and applies teaching in the classroom to activism.
Core values and worldview are implemented in reflective practice, as participants are thinking
about what they do and how and why they do it. In Chapter 4, a finding reflecting the core values
and worldview of the participants was valuing students. Valuing students grounded the
participants’ discourse on multiculturalism and is related to their conceptualizations of diversity.
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For the teacher participants’ core values and worldview to be understood in-depth, we
must examine the participants’ conceptions of diversity, which are reflected within the themes:
individual differences, categorical attributes, and pedagogical considerations. Participants
recognized diversity as including differences on any number of characteristics, for example,
culture, ethnicity, interests, languages, and learning styles. Related diversity encompassed a
myriad of attributes to describe groups of students, such as race, religion, age, and background.
Further, the participants’ conceptions of their students revealed the perspectives that teaching
strategies are relative to student differences, in particular the ways in which the nature of the
curriculum and instruction contribute to students’ meaning-making and learning. Lastly, the
participants’ conceptions of diversity reflect learning and knowing, which occurs in a variety of
social relationships and contexts and nested levels of influences.
The participants enjoyed science, so their intellectual interest was a valuable resource for
them to work with classes or students that did not participate in class, were less enthusiastic
about the subject, or struggle with science. Learning experiences began even before they began
preparing to become teachers. High school and college classes and coursework gave them the
opportunity to observe and experience models of teaching science. These experiences made them
ask whether science would be a career that they would choose, and for science teaching how they
might want to teach their future students. Teacher preparation gave the participants an
opportunity to work with students who have a range of academic backgrounds, science
knowledge and out of school experiences. Further as new teachers the participants did not learn
and work in isolation, and expressed that they felt nurtured in their teacher preparation
environment.
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The participants reported how they organized content, set activities, and developed a
classroom environment with ideas for how to give quality instruction and preparation to all their
students. Participants indicated that they made choices about what students do in order to support
academic progress, encourage participation, and explore beliefs about their own learning. These
educators discussed teaching strategies based on their explorations of what they knew about how
their students learn, and their attempts to be responsive to students’ real life experiences. Before
adopting particular teaching strategies, participants reported that they attempted to develop
positive teacher-student interactions. They recognized that positive student interactions were
another important aspect of learning useful to include in curriculum and instruction design.
A third assertion is that there are disconnects between theory and practice, including
approaches to prepare teachers for work in urban contexts and meeting the needs of diverse
learners. This is an important assertion gathered from the review of literature. The participants in
this current study discussed that a primary influence and context of their teacher development
and learning occurred through observation and practice in the school context in which they
taught. In his seminal work, Bronfenbrenner (1979) presented the notion that “context matters”
in development and learning. Perceptions, thoughts, and beliefs, as Bronfenbrenner would argue,
evolve as a function of a person’s exposure to and interaction with the environment
(Bronfenbrenner, 2005). Interactions between the participants and their school contexts and
complexities of relationships and interactions with students dynamically contribute to the
outcomes of the participants’ development and learning. Further, the participants’ observation
and practice in the school context represented an ongoing process of learning that crossed all
aspects of their teaching and learning. Specifically, participants discussed classroom experiences
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as the theory from which their knowledge of teaching diverse learners emerged and represented
sources that guide their understanding.
Student engagement, how teachers engage with students and get them to participate in
activities, was a critical theme of their theory and practice. Engagement, or the perceived lack of
it, was a challenge discussed by the participants in their attempts to help students connect the
importance of science literacy to their daily experiences and future goals. Therefore, the
participants shared the perspective that curriculum and instruction must have meaning in the
daily experiences of students in addition to preparing them for future goals. Participants reported
thoughtfully directing instructional support to students, using interactions that teach, support, and
facilitate student learning and development. Participants attempted to be more responsive to
student needs and interests and to work with the different ways students learn, and focused on
hands-on activities to engage their students in class effectively. To facilitate student success,
participants encouraged classroom participation and communicated high expectations to their
students that made sure students understood that participation in class was crucial to their
academic success. Additionally, participants expressed the perspective that respect displayed in
teacher-student interactions promoted instructional support. Communication styles and wellorganized and managed classrooms were developed to create a more supportive and engaging
learning environment for students.
Participants expressed that their teacher preparation and professional development did not
consistently address the social and pedagogical relevance of their teaching science to diverse
learners. For the participants, their classroom experiences provided more guidance and the tools
needed to teach diverse learners. As a result, they worked to develop interactions with their
students that were personalized and responsive to individual needs. The daily interactions with
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their students shaped and were a primary source of professional knowledge development.
Accordingly, the interviews drew attention to the observation that their teaching experiences
helped the participants to make sense of student demographics and classroom and school
dynamics. The participants expressed that teaching was not a linear, one-way sharing of
knowledge. The interactions with their students required that they adapt to evolving student
needs, interests, and feedback.
In this study, it is offered that the participants are intuitive social constructivists
(Erickson, 1985). The participants recognize the complex set of interactions and social
constructions shaping their and their students’ perspectives and how these influences impact
science teaching and learning. The participants found themselves addressing teaching across
student diversity based on their own understanding and through dialogue with peers. The
findings indicate that the participants’ teaching experiences gave them opportunities to extend
their own active learning, and to integrate and align best practices in their classrooms. Therefore,
the participants discussed and explained their teaching as related to a number of considerations
such as perceived student characteristics, family and community support, students’ daily life and
future goals.
In addition, national, state, and local standards direct and shape curriculum and
instruction. Participants described that curriculum and instruction pacing guides offered less
autonomy in teaching and learning. Yet, teachers participating in the current study shared
examples of creative ways they engaged their students in science. A primary practice was handson activities. These participants offered illustrative descriptions such as hands-on, inquiry-based,
interactive projects, and explorations as characteristics of their approaches to instruction.
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A fourth assertion is that there are gaps organizationally and conceptually between
science education and culturally responsive pedagogy. The participants articulated and described
in-depth qualitatively different forms of learning and ways they approach their own learning. For
example, the participants learn about science education via practitioner scholarship or through
their own praxis. Participants espoused that these interactions and the understandings they gained
from them supported them in more effectively meeting individual student needs and interests
resulting in improved science achievement for their students. Participants explored different
teaching strategies in which students are active and in which the focus is more on student
participation and learning. With teaching strategies, participants told of using modified
curriculum and instruction to meet class size, perceived student characteristics, family and
community support, daily life and future goals, and national, state, and local standards.
It is arguable that the participants conducted reform-minded science teaching, which
assumes knowledge, skills and strategies for effective science instruction and a body of
knowledge and a body of beliefs and values that align with current reform (Cochran-Smith,
1991). As the teachers transitioned from preservice to inservice, it was not clear if the
participants’ theory and practice, their knowledge about teaching and learning fully reflected the
range in theories and practices of culturally responsive pedagogy, as described by leading
scholars. Inconsistent participation in professional associations, a lack of key routes for
continuing education, and curriculum and instruction guides were discussed as reasons for the
gap between the participants’ science teaching and culturally responsive pedagogy. The
participants may have recalled little specific guidance from literature facilitating their
professional development. Interestingly, in this case, some of the participants position
themselves to continue their education scholarship through professional conferences and
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workshops. Their extracurricular scholarship may demonstrate emancipatory knowledge or a
self-awareness or critical reflection and self-reflection of themselves (Cranton, 2002) as an
important part of the participants’ learning process and knowledge construction. Similarities
were apparent in the participants’ academic interest in science and their desire to foster student
literacy and participation for its own sake. Their intellectual interest is an essential part of their
understanding of science education literature, and often facilitated by role models/mentors and
former teachers in shaping the participants’ own teaching and learning and success in science
education.
Study Limitations
Further research may address the limitations of this study. One limitation is that the study
population was not a diverse group. Having a greater diversity among the participants could have
added to understanding the data in other ways. The study population does reflect a similar
distribution of teachers in the field of education on the national level, especially for science
education. Additionally, the current study did not explore the effects on the learning process of
diverse learners if they have a teacher with similar characteristics (i.e., race, culture, language) as
themselves. This study is also limited in that it only explored the concepts of diversity, standard
of knowledge, and teacher strategies of six teachers from the southeast region of the U.S.
Exploration in other regions has the potential of contributing different insights. A final limitation
is that the study population consists of only females and did not include the perspectives that
could be gained from male teachers.
Study Implications
Teachers’ conceptions of diversity, the standards of knowledge, and teaching strategies
for diverse learners have the potential to play an important role in the teaching and learning
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process. They often contribute to shaping classroom practices and guiding teaching decisions.
Understanding the knowledge-base of teachers and their beliefs and teaching practices is
important for engaging and teaching science to diverse learners. This study was designed to
examine and share insights from a small group of science teachers. It reveals the value of
teacher-generated knowledge and understanding for reforming teacher preparation and staff
development. Strategies teachers use for teaching diverse learners and the meanings they attach
to them are important to examine. Although the idea of contextualizing science instruction to
facilitate student understanding of scientific concepts has been discussed in the literature (Rivet
& Krajcik, 2008), the findings of this study advance the idea of contextualizing teachers’
experiences as well. The expectation is that professional development contextualizing teacher
experiences (for example, demographics of field placement, teaching internship, or inservice
practice) will catalyze self-awareness and inquisitiveness of their learning process. Linked to
contextualizing teacher experiences is the idea of enhancing teachers’ knowledge construction
and culturally responsive pedagogy.
Future Research
Beyond this study, the considerations that must be given to inquiry of teaching science to
diverse learners should involve an examination of theoretical perspectives and practical
experiences that support exemplary teaching and mentoring of diverse learners. Future research
should include a more diverse group of teachers. For example, future research should include the
voices and perspectives of male teachers and under-represented women, with the inclusion of
linguistic, racial, and cultural diversity in the science fields. Finally, an examination of the
influences on the learning process of students matched with teachers of similar backgrounds
should be explored. It is the norm for majority-society children. However, little understanding
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exists about the role this plays, or should play, in teaching diverse students, particularly in
content areas such as biology, chemistry, and physics. The complexities of diversity challenge
not only teachers but also our society and world as a whole. Although it is impossible to match
students and teachers of similar backgrounds and experiences and perhaps not advisable, it is
important to capture what we know and can learn about differences and how this understanding
can contribute to more effective ways of teaching. Future studies can inform us of what matched
experiences can add to the learning process and what is missing in its absence.
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